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Introduction
Starting with the first intelligent spark of Homo sapiens, about 200 000 years ago,
the human mind has searched for the secrets of the Universe. Over time, some
of these secrets have been revealed and formulated within the laws of nature to
constitute “The Physics” (meaning The Nature in Ancient Greek). Cosmic phe-
nomena have drawn attention for thousands of years. Human beings have used
their naked eyes to observe, to analyse, and then to conclude. Civilizations, most
notably in Mesopotamia, China, Egypt, Greece, India, and Central America, de-
veloped ideas about the nature of the Cosmos. The first revolution in the history
of astronomical observation was with the invention of the refracting telescope in
about 1608. Since that date, and for almost three centuries, astronomical observa-
tions were limited to visible light.
In 1909, Theodor Wulf measured the radiation rate at different altitudes, on
the top and the base of the Eiffel Tour. He found that the radiation rate at the top
relatively to the base is too high to be due to terrestrial radioactivity. Between
1911 and 1913, Victor Francis Hess repeated the measurement on several free
balloon flights. He concluded that the radiation is produced by down-going parti-
cles with, most probably, extraterrestrial nature. In 1938, Pierre Auger observed
the simultaneous signalisation of two particle detectors separated horizontally by
several meters and he discovered the atmospheric showers [1]. With these discov-
eries science acquired a new astronomical messenger, the cosmic rays. Recently,
the Pierre Auger Observatory [2] collected 69 ultra high energy cosmic rays (E
> 55 EeV) during the period early 2004 until December 31th of 2009 [3]. The
sources of these cosmic rays remain mysterious since their correlation with the
known sources is not established. Their chemical composition is still unknown as
well.
The discovery of cosmic radio waves in the early thirties and cosmic γ-rays
at the end of sixties enabled physicists to enlarge their observations using a wider
electromagnetic spectrum than just visible photons. Recently, experiments such
as HESS [4] and the Fermi satellite [5] have probed the Cosmos with large sam-
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ples of γ-rays determining their origins and energy spectra. However, the γ-ray
astronomy have not brought answers on the nature of cosmic ray sources and a
clear understanding of the cosmic rays emission processes.
In addition to cosmic rays and γ-ray astronomy, astronomical observations
have made use of another particle to open a new window on the Universe; the
neutrino. Neutrino astronomy began in the sixties, with the observation of solar
neutrinos in the MeV energy range [6] and later with the observation of a small
number of neutrinos coming from the supernova SN1987A on February 23th of
1987 [7].
During the nineties, high energy neutrinos (> 1 TeV) became a new field of
research in astroparticles. The detection of these neutrinos will enable physicists
to lift the curtain on the mystery of the origin of cosmic rays and understand the
acceleration processes in which they are produced. The flux of cosmic neutrinos
is expected to be “small” and as yet none has been observed.
The aim of this thesis is the search for high energy cosmic neutrinos emitted
by point sources with the first data of the ANTARES neutrino telescope. The
thesis is composed of the following parts:
Chapter 1 presents a general introduction to astroparticle physics discussing
cosmic rays, the γ-ray astronomy, and the neutrino astronomy. The various galac-
tic (supernova remnants, pulsar wind nebulae, γ-ray binaries . . .) and extragalactic
(AGN, GRB . . .) neutrino potential sources are discussed. In Chapter 2, a study of
the γ-ray absorption by the extragalactic background light and the estimation of
the neutrino flux from some sources that can be observed by neutrino telescopes
such as ANTARES are presented.
Chapter 3 presents the ANTARES telescope. Firstly, the detection of high
energy cosmic neutrinos is explained including their interactions with Earth, the
Cherenkov effect, and the detection principle. Then, the ANTARES telescope
is described, including the ANTARES site, the main detector components, the
data acquisition system, the trigger, the time calibration, the atmospheric and the
optical backgrounds. The Monte-Carlo simulations of the signal, the background,
the detector and its environment are presented. The muon track reconstruction
algorithms, BBfit and AAfit, are explained. Finally, future neutrino experiments
with km3 volumes are discussed.
Chapter 4 describes a study of the absolute pointing of the ANTARES tele-
scope and its uncertainty. The acoustic positioning system with its two subsys-
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tems (High and Low BaseLine acoustic systems) that are used for this study are
presented. The estimation of the sound velocity and the triangulation algorithm
used in the acoustic positioning system are discussed. The calculation of the ab-
solute pointing and its uncertainty by both acoustic subsystems are evaluated with
and without the systematic uncertainties on the acoustic time measurements and
the sound velocity. The errors on the positions of the acoustic devices are also
studied.
Chapter 5 presents a search for high energy cosmic neutrinos emitted by the
point sources in the 2007 data, acquired by the ANTARES detector in its 5-line
configuration, using the BBfit reconstruction algorithm. Comparisons for the main
analysis parameters are made between data and Monte-Carlo in order to validate
the functioning of the detector and the simulations. The two main characteristics
of the telescope, the effective area and the angular resolution, are evaluated for
different quality cuts. The likelihood ratio method is explained and then search
strategies are developed. The quality cuts are optimized in order to have the best
discovery potential. Various systematic uncertainties are discussed and taken into
account for the final sensitivity and discovery potential. Finally, the data results
are presented and several skymaps are produced. In Chapter 6, the point source
analysis is repeated for 2007 + 2008 data using the AAfit reconstruction strategy
and with the unbinned search method.
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Chapter 1
Astroparticle physics and high
energy cosmic neutrinos
In this chapter, a general overview of astroparticle physics is given presenting the
cosmic rays, the γ-ray and the neutrino astronomies. Some of the recent results
of the experiments of these fields are shown. The unsolved problems and the
motivation of neutrino astronomy are discussed. Both galactic and extragalactic
potential sources of high energy cosmic neutrinos are presented.
1.1 Cosmic rays
The Earth’s atmosphere is bombarded each second by thousands of Cosmic Rays
(CR)s per meter square. For energies higher than 1019 eV and 1020 eV, the flux of
CRs is ∼ 0.6 particle km−2sr−1year−1 and ∼ 0.6 particle km−2sr−1century−1 re-
spectively. The energy spectrum of the CRs is spread over 12 orders of magnitude
over the energy and 32 orders of magnitude over the flux [8]. This spectrum fol-
lows a power law distribution (Equation 1.1) where the spectrum index, denoted
by Γ, has different values for three different domains of energies as it is shown
in Equation 1.2 (Figure 1.1). The CRs are composed ∼ 90% of protons, ∼ 9%
of Helium nuclei and ∼ 1% of other atomic nuclei and electrons. The chemical
composition of the Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)s (E > 1018 eV) is
still unclear and it is discussed in Section 1.1.3. An explanation to the mechanism
of the acceleration process of CRs was given by Enrico Fermi in 1949 [9], it is
briefly presented in Appendix A.
dN
dE
∝ E−Γ (1.1)
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where
Γ =

2.7 for E < E1
3.0 to 3.3 for E1 < E < E2
2.6 for E > E2
(1.2)
Figure 1.1: The energy spectrum of the cosmic rays [10]. The data is taken by the following
experiments: LEAP, Proton, Akeno, AGASA, Fly’s Eye, Haverah Park, Yakutsk.
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Figure 1.2: The energy spectrum of UHECRs measured by PAO (Section 1.1.1.1) and HiRes
(Section 1.1.1.2) [12].
E1 is equal to∼ 1015 eV and it is called “the knee”. The flux of the cosmic rays
at this region is∼ 1 particle m−2sr−1year−1. It can be explained as a modification
of the propagation conditions of the cosmic rays due to the presence of a close by
source. Another possibility is new physics. A second knee may exist at ∼ 1018
eV and several explanations are proposed [11]. E2 is equal to ∼ 1019 eV and it is
known as “the ankle”. The particles with energies above E2 have an extragalactic
nature since their radius of gyration is bigger than the radius of the galaxy.
The rapid decrease of the flux at E = 1019.5 to 1020 eV (figures 1.1 and 1.2) can
be explained by acceleration limitations in the sources or by the Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuz’min (GZK) cut-off in case the UHECRs are protons [13, 14]. The latter is
due to the interaction of the UHECRs with the Cosmic Microwave Background1
1The largest quantity of particles in the Universe (411 photons per cm3) are the cosmic mi-
crowave background photons. They have a temperature of 2.725 K (Eγ = 2.35× 10−4 eV) [15]
and they are created at about 379 000 years after the Big Bang with the transition of the Universe
from the plasma state to hydrogen atoms. At that time, the temperature of the Universe was about
3000 K.
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(CMB) photons producing pions via the delta resonance as it is shown in the
following equation:
p++ γCMB → ∆+ → pi++n (1.3)
A third explanation for this cut-off is the photodisintegration of Fe nuclei in
case the UHECRs are iron nuclei [16, 17, 18].
1.1.1 Detection principle and UHECR detectors
The cosmic rays are electrically charged, therefore, the trajectories of these par-
ticles are deviated by the interstellar and intergalactic magnetic fields. This fact
makes the localization of the sources positions difficult. The higher the energy of
the CRs the lower the deviation is.
The detection principle of the UHECRs is based on two techniques: a Surface
Detector (SD) array and a Fluorescence Detector (FD). The SD array consists of a
surface array installed on a wide horizontal plane to detect the secondary cosmic
particles. The direction of the primary cosmic radiation can be reconstructed from
the measured arrival time of these particles. The FD detects the fluorescent light
emitted by excited atmospheric nitrogen molecules and the Cherenkov photons
induced by the secondary particles [19, 20, 21]. This technique was first used in
1976, four decades after the former, by physicists from the University of Utah
detecting fluorescent light from cosmic ray air showers in New Mexico.
Since the first detection of UHECRs with energies around 1020 eV in 1963
[22], many experiments have studied the properties of the UHECRs (the energy
spectrum, the chemical composition, . . . ) and attempted to establish their origin.
The recent results from two UHECR experiments; the Pierre Auger Observatory
(PAO) and the High Resolution Fly’s Eye Cosmic Ray Observatory (HiRes) are
discussed in the next sections.
1.1.1.1 Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO)
Located in Argentina, PAO [2] is composed of 1600 SDs distributed on a trian-
gular grid over 3000 km2 and 24 FDs grouped in four buildings. The SDs detect
electrons, photons and muons almost 100% of time whereas the FDs are only op-
erational during dark nights. The energy threshold of PAO is ∼ 1 EeV. For hybrid
events, the angular resolution is ∼ 0.6◦ [23].
1.1.1.2 High Resolution Fly’s Eye Cosmic Ray Observatory (HiRes)
HiRes [24] is composed of air FDs that operate in stereo mode and detect UHE-
CRs (E > 1018 eV). It is installed on Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah, USA, on
two sites (HiRes 1 and 2) separated by 12.6 km. It operated for nine years, from
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June 1997 to April 2006 [25, 26]. HiRes 1 (2) consists from 22 (42) telescopes
with 256 photomultiplier tubes each covering [3◦,16.5◦] ([3◦,30◦]) in elevation
above the horizon [27]. It is characterized by an angular resolution of ∼ 0.6◦.
1.1.2 UHECR sources
In this section, the potential sources of UHECRs and the recent results of PAO are
discussed.
1.1.2.1 Potential cosmic rays acceleration sites
Using the Fermi mechanism and based on the estimation of the magnetic field
intensity B in some cosmic bodies, the classification of potential regions to ac-
celerate particles up to an energy E was proposed by Hillas in 1984 [28]. This
classification is a general approach that ignores the energy loss. The condition for
this proposal to be applicable is that the size of these bodies should surpass the
gyration radius in order that the particles remain confined in the magnetic field.
Therefore, the maximum energy is evaluated as:
Emax
1EeV
= Z
(
L
1kpc
)(
B
1µB
)
(1.4)
where Z is the charge of the particle and L is the estimated size of the region.
Figure 1.3 shows the classification of the astrophysical bodies as a function of their
magnetic field, size and their capacity to accelerate particles to a given maximum
energy. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)s (Section 1.3.2.1) and Gamma Ray Bursts
(GRB)s (Section 1.3.2.2) are particularly good candidates.
1.1.2.2 PAO results on the origin of cosmic rays
Using the 69 events observed by FDs in coincidence with at least one SD, the
Pierre Auger Collaboration searched for a correlation between these events and
the list of AGNs called Ve´ron-Cetty and Ve´ron (VCV) [29]. Figure 1.4 shows the
skymap of the 69 UHECR events and the AGNs of VCV catalogue.
Figure 1.5 shows the degree of correlation (pdata = number of correlated events
to the sources over the total number of detected events) of the 69 events and the
318 AGNs as a function of the total number of time-ordered events observed dur-
ing the data taking period. The degree of correlation for all events is 38+7−6%, to be
compared with the 21% expected to occur by chance if the flux is isotropic [3].
With these results, the sources of the UHECRs remain unknown.
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Figure 1.3: Hillas diagram presenting cosmic bodies as a function of their magnetic field, size,
and their capacity to accelerate particles to a given maximum energy.
Figure 1.4: The skymap of the PAO 69 events (black points) and the 318 AGNs of VCV cata-
logue. The solid line represents the visible region of the PAO for zenith smaller than 60◦. The blue
circles are centered on the AGNs positions, their radius is 3.1◦. The intensity of the blue color
represents the visibility of the source [3].
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Figure 1.5: The degree of correlation between the 69 events and the 318 AGNs. The 68%, 95%
and 99.7% confidence level intervals around the most likely value are plotted. The dashed line at
piso represents the degree of correlation for an isotropic sky [3].
1.1.3 Chemical composition of the ultra high energy cosmic
rays
The UHECRs can be protons [13, 14], heavy atomic nuclei (e.g. Fe) [16, 17] or a
mixture between them. The understanding of the UHECR composition is one of
the main studies of UHECR observatories.
The chemical composition can be extracted from the measurement of the at-
mospheric depth, Xmax, where the longitudinal development of CR air shower
reaches its maximum2. For a data set of detected UHECRs, the mean value
< Xmax > and the RMS(Xmax) are defined.
References [30, 31] show that < Xmax > depends logarithmically on the pri-
mary CR energy E and its atomic mass A (Equation 1.5).
< Xmax >= α (logE−< logA>+β ) (1.5)
where α and β are the coefficients of the hadronic interaction.
Figures 1.6 and 1.7 indicate a contradiction between the results of both ex-
periments PAO and HiRes. The Former has tendency for the hypothesis of the
significant Fe nuclei contribution in the UHECR composition, but the latter sup-
ports the protonic nature of UHECRs. Therefore, the measurements of < Xmax >
and RMS(Xmax) are not conclusive on the chemical composition of UHECRs.
2Xmax represents the atmospheric depth, given as a column density between P1 and P2, where
P1 is the interaction point of the primary particle at the higher level of the atmosphere. P2 is a
point on the primary track where the shower reaches its maximum number of produced secondary
particles. Xmax is expressed by g.cm
−2 (
∫
ρdx).
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Figure 1.6: PAO’s results of < Xmax > (left) and RMS(Xmax) (right) [32]. The lines represent
the Monte-Carlo simulations results for the protons and Fe nuclei.
Figure 1.7: < Xmax > (left) and RMS(Xmax) (right) published by HiRes [33]. The lines represent
the Monte-Carlo simulations results for the protons and Fe nuclei.
12
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The chemical composition cannot be deduced from the cut-off at∼ 1020 eV in
the CR spectrum. The effective horizon of the protons due to the GZK cut-off and
the one of Fe nuclei due to the photodisintegration cut-off [16, 17, 18] are roughly
the same. Consequently, the chemical composition of the UHECRs remains to be
clarified.
1.2 Cosmic photons and γ-ray astronomy
The recent results of the γ-ray telescopes have identified the nature, the positions
and the energy spectra of numerous sources. Figure 1.8 presents some of the
detected γ-ray sources. The following lines describe two of the γ-ray telescopes:
• the High Energy Stereoscopic System (HESS) [34]: the HESS telescopes
observe the γ-rays with E > 100 GeV. HESS is operating since June 2002
in the Khomas highlands of Namibia during dark nights. It detects the
Cherenkov light emitted by cascades of particles produced by the interac-
tions of cosmic γ-rays or CRs within the atmosphere. Its angular (energy)
resolution is 0.06◦ (15%) [35].
• the FERMI satellite consists of the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and
the Large Area Telescope (LAT). It is operational since 11 August 2008.
FERMI is sensitive to γ-rays with energies from 20 MeV up to 300 GeV
with an angular resolution of 3◦ to 6◦ for E = 100 MeV and 0.1◦ to 0.2◦
for E = 10 GeV [36]. Figure 1.9 shows the catalogue of 1451 γ-ray sources
detected by the Fermi Satellite.
The γ-rays can be emitted during the acceleration of cosmic rays or by an
inverse Compton interaction with external photons. The process of the electro-
magnetic emission can be leptonic, hadronic or both of these processes (sections
1.2.1 and 1.2.2). The interaction of the photons with matter limits the γ-rays with
energies higher than 103 TeV to a horizon of 10 kpc, consequently, the observa-
tion of extragalactic phenomena with γ-rays is difficult for energies higher than
100 TeV. Figure 1.10 shows the mean free path of the γ-rays for different energies.
1.2.1 Leptonic processes
In the leptonic processes, the photons can be emitted by electrons (synchrotron
radiation) and/or boosted by inverse Compton process. The energy spectrum of
these photons is characterized by two bumps (Figure 1.11). The low energy bump
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Figure 1.8: γ-ray sources in the galactic coordinates. The visibility of the ANTARES telescope
is indicated by violet colors: light indicates a visibility less than 100%, and dark indicates a
visibility of 100%. The solid line represents the equator.
is due to the synchrotron radiation of the electrons accelerating in the magnetic
fields. Equation 1.6 evaluates the decrease of the energy of these electrons.
−dε
dt
=
2
3
( ev
mc
)
4E2B2 (1.6)
where e, v and m are the electric charge, the velocity and the mass of the
electron respectively, c is the speed of light, E and B are the electric and magnetic
fields.
The high energy bump can be due to the inverse-Compton scattering of pho-
tons produced within the jets (Section 1.3.2.1) [38, 39, 40] or outside the jets
[41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
1.2.2 Hadronic processes
In the hadronic processes, within the presence of a high magnetic field (∼ 10
Gauss), the protons exceed the threshold energy of the interaction with γ-rays or
other protons to produce pi0 and pi±. The photons are emitted by several processes:
• The development of proton synchrotron-supported pair cascades [47, 48].
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Figure 1.9: Fermi-LAT catalogue of the 1451 γ-ray sources (Galactic coordinates) [37].
• The synchrotron radiation of the primary protons [49, 50] and of the sec-
ondary muons and mesons [51, 50, 52, 53].
• The pi0 decay to γγ .
• The electrons produced by pi±→ µ±→ e±.
1.3 Neutrino astronomy
In 1930, Wolfgang Pauli postulated the existence of neutrinos to preserve the en-
ergy conservation of β -decay reaction presented as:
n→ p++ e−+ν (1.7)
The neutrinos are elementary particles in the StandardModel of particle physics.
They are fermions with a spin of 1/2 and they have three flavours: electronic νe,
muonic νµ , and tauic ντ . They interact with other particles only through Gravita-
tional and Weak interactions.
The astronomical use of neutrinos opens a new window to the Universe. The
neutrinos cover energies up to twenty orders of magnitude. Some regions of the
15
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Figure 1.10: The mean free path of the γ-rays due to their interactions with infrared, microwave
and radio waves at different energies.
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Figure 1.11: The energy spectra of the photons shown for both leptonic and hadronic scenarios.
energy range accessible with neutrinos cannot be explored with electromagnetic
radiation or cosmic rays (∼ 105 to ∼ 1010 GeV and higher than about 1012 GeV)
(Figure 1.12).
In Section 1.2, the origin of the high energy γ-rays is discussed. The emission
process of the γ-rays (leptonic and/or hadronic) is not completely understood yet.
The detection (or the exclusion) of high energy neutrinos will help to reveal the
emission process in various sources.
The neutrinos can be produced, through a hadronic process, by pi± decay after
the interaction of a proton with a proton/atomic nucleus or with a photon as it is
shown in Equation 1.8.
p(p)+ p(γ) → pi0 + pi+ + pi− +
↓ ↓ ↓
γ + γ µ++νµ µ
−+νµ
↓ ↓
e++νe+νµ e
−+νe+νµ
(1.8)
The flux of neutrinos generated by these disintegrations is presented by the
following equation [54, 55]:
dNν
dEν
=
N(Eν)
1−ZNN
(
1+
Api,ν
1+Bpi,ν cosθ
Eν
εcpi
+0.635
AK,ν
1+BK,ν cosθ
Eν
εcK
+X
)
(1.9)
where:
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Figure 1.12: The energy range covered by neutrinos, protons and photons.
• I represents the initial flux.
• θ is the angle of incidence with respect to the target.
• A, B, and ZNN are the characteristic constants of the interactions.
• εcpi (ε
c
K) is the critical energy of pions (kaons). They give an estimation of
the energy below which the probability of the interaction overcomes that of
the disintegration.
• X takes into consideration the disintegration of mesons of heavier flavours
than pions and kaons.
The first (second) term designates the disintegration of pions (kaons) to neutri-
nos. The ratio of the flux of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos φυ+υ to that of photons
φγ depends on the spectral index of the primary particles and the type of interac-
tion.
Figure 1.13 presents the expected fluxes of neutrinos emitted by various sources:
• The cosmological neutrinos CνB created right after the Big Bang by two
seconds. Their temperature is estimated to be 1.95 K.
• The solar neutrinos produced by nuclear reactions in the Sun.
• The atmospheric neutrinos created in the Earth’s atmosphere by the cosmic
rays interactions.
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• The neutrinos emitted by the AGNs (Section 1.3.2.1) and the GRBs (Section
1.3.2.2).
• The GZK neutrinos created by the interactions of very high energy cosmic
rays with the CMB photons.
1.3.1 Advantages of neutrino astronomy
Neutrino astronomy has many advantages. The neutrinos are stable and their mean
free path is much higher than that of the γ-rays. As neutrinos are electrically neu-
tral, galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields have no effect on their trajectory.
Therefore, they travel undeviated on their way to the Earth and point back to their
origins (Figure 1.14).
The small interaction cross section of the neutrinos with matter allows them to
escape from dense sources and pass essentially unhindered through the Universe.
1.3.2 Candidate point sources of cosmic neutrinos
The existence of hadronic processes and the emission of high energy neutrinos are
expected from several astrophysical bodies [56, 57, 58]. Some of these sources
are of extragalactic nature like the Active Galactic Nuclei, the Gamma Ray Bursts
and the Starburst galaxies; others are galactic such as Supernova Remnants, Pul-
sar Wind Nebulae, Micro Quasars and the Galactic Center. These examples are
not the only potential neutrino candidate sources. Recently, the γ-ray telescopes
have discovered sources that do not have any counterparts in other astronomical
messengers. If these mysterious sources emit neutrinos, they will lead to a better
understanding of their origins. The possibility of neutrino-only sources is also an
exciting possibility.
1.3.2.1 Active Galactic Nuclei
The Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) is a compact region, with a volume << 1
pc3, at the center of young galaxies called active galaxies (1 to 3 % of galaxies).
The AGNs were discovered in 1963 via electromagnetic radio observation and
called quasar, which means quasi-stellar object because of its apparition as a star
[59]. The luminosity of the AGN can attain 1048 erg/s which is higher by four
orders of magnitude than the typical luminosities of ordinary galaxies [60]. The
energy spectrum of the emitted radiation (from radio to γ-rays) can cover thirteen
orders of magnitude for some AGNs. The widths of the observed emission lines
indicate particles velocities that reach up to 107 m/s. The AGNs are classified as
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Figure 1.13: The spectra of neutrinos of different sources.
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Figure 1.14: Schematic presentation of proton, photon and neutrino traveling through the space
between the source and the Earth.
radio-quiet (∼ 90% of AGNs) and radio-loud (∼ 10% of AGNs) according to their
radio emission. The radio-quiet AGNs are characterized by thermal like spectrum
in contrast to the radio-louds, especially in radio and X-ray ranges.
The central component of the AGN is a super-massive black hole with a mass
estimated to be 104 to 1010 solar mass. The black hole is surrounded by gas, dust
and stars composing the accretion disk with a radius of about 10−3 pc. This ac-
cretion disk is encircled by a large torus containing colder matter. The AGN is
powered by the accretion of the material to the black hole by gravitational interac-
tion converting a part of the kinetic energy to radiation. The rotational movement
of the plasma creates magnetic fields. Particles with high energies are ejected in
the interstellar medium forming two jets perpendicular to the galactic plane.
The AGN is a promising candidate for high energy cosmic ray sources because
of the particles acceleration in the jets and their interaction with the interstellar
medium.
According to the unified model of AGN, the observation of AGN depends on
the angle between the axis of rotation and the observer. Different angular positions
lead to different observations (Figure 1.15), therefore subclasses of AGNs are
categorized:
• blazar: it is a subclass of AGNs where the rotational axis is pointed in the
direction of the observer, the direction of the jets. The characteristics of
the blazars are very high luminosity from the radio to γ-ray ranges, very
rapid variation and high polarization. The velocity of the plasma in the jets
reach 99% of the speed of light. Some examples of blazars are 3C 273, BL
Lacertae, PKS 2155-304, Markarian 421, Markarian 501.
• Seyfert galaxy: they were discovered by Carl Keenan Seyfert in 1943 [61].
They are a subclass of AGNs where the observation axis is between the ro-
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Figure 1.15: Composition of AGN and its appearance from different angular positions.
tational axis of the AGN and the galaxy plane. Their energy spectra contain
very bright emission lines of highly ionized gas (hydrogen, helium, nitro-
gen, and oxygen) [62]. The Seyfert galaxies are classified into two types.
Type 1 is characterized by both narrow and broad emission lines emitted by
the accretion disk close to the black hole. The broad emission lines indi-
cate high velocities (up to fractions of the speed of light) due to the strong
Doppler broadening. Type 2 is characterized by the only narrow emission
lines formed in the dust surrounding the accretion disk.
• radio galaxy: it is a very bright source in the radio range (from 10 MHz to
100 GHz up to 1038 W). In this case, the observer is located in the galactic
plane. The radio waves are emitted by synchrotron processes from relativis-
tic electrons (Lorentz factor ∼ 104).
1.3.2.2 Gamma Ray Burst
The Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB)s last for a few seconds and are one of the most
violent phenomena observed in the Universe. They are followed by remnant ra-
diations for the following hours or days. The GRBs were discovered in 1967 by
the Vela telescopes [63]. Their isotropic distribution in the sky is an indication
of their extragalactic nature (Figure 1.16). This hypothesis was confirmed in the
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eighties with simultaneous observations in γ-ray and visible ranges.
Figure 1.16: The 2704 GRBs detected by BATSE.
The GRBs can be a violent collapse of a massive star to a black hole or a col-
lapse between two massive stars forming a black hole or an accretion of a neutron
star by a black hole. As in Figure 1.15 for the AGN, but with a smaller scale, the
black hole is surrounded by a plasma disk and two relativistic jets perpendicular
to the disk’s plane where charged particles are accelerated.
They are classified as long (> 2 s) and short (< 2 s) duration GRBs. The short
duration GRBs are more likely to be candidate of cosmic neutrino sources than the
others. The emitted energy by a GRB is close to that emitted by the Sun during
all its lifetime.
1.3.2.3 Starburst galaxies
The starburst galaxies (M82, NGC 4038/NGC 4039, IC 10, ...) have very high
rate of stars formation compared to ordinary galaxies. They are probably created
by the collision of two galaxies. A high flux of synchrotron radiation, in the radio
range, is observed from the starburst galaxies. These photons are emitted, in the
presence of intense magnetic field, by electrons with energies in the order of GeV.
The high rate of star formation indicates a dense region of matter which makes
these sources opaque to the cosmic rays and the γ-rays. In this dense region,
the proton can interact with another proton to produce pions. These interactions
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lead to the production of neutrinos with cumulative flux estimated to be E2νΦν ≈
10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. The detection of these neutrinos may be possible with
km-scale neutrino telescopes [64].
1.3.2.4 Supernova Remnants
The Supernova Remnants (SNR)s are the remains of the explosion of a star in a su-
pernova. The SNR SN1987A is the only low energy neutrino source detected out-
side the solar system. These neutrinos are probably produced by p++e−→ n+ν
and γ + γ → ν + ν . The SNRs are potential sources of high energy neutrinos
because of the ejection of relativistic particles from the supernova and the shock
waves in the surrounded gas. Reference [65] shows the possibility to detect neu-
trinos with energies above 1 TeV during 1 year of data taking with a kilometer
cubic detector from RX J1713.7-3946. Another study estimates the detection of
about eleven events from the same source within five years [66].
1.3.2.5 Pulsar Wind Nebulae
A pulsar is a neutron star rotating with a period of ∼ 1 ms to ∼ 1 s around the
rotational axis. It is created at the center of the supernova after the collapse of the
star. High energy particles are emitted in the direction of the magnetic axis3. The
pulsars are surrounded by interstellar cloud of gas called Pulsar Wind Nebulae
(PWN)e. The particles are ejected from the inside of the pulsar and interact with
the interstellar cloud of gas. The TeV γ-rays are produced by synchrotron and
inverse Compton scattering processes.
The most famous PWN is the Crab nebula, used as standard candle for γ-ray
astronomy [67]. The PWNe, like the Vela TeV plerion, have a potential to contain
hadronic processes [68]. Assuming a 100% hadronic scenarios, the crab nebula
can produce 5.8 (1.9) neutrinos with energies higher than 1 TeV (5 TeV) in a
km-cube neutrino telescope [66].
1.3.2.6 Micro Quasar
From the point of view of the mechanism, the Micro Quasars are similar to the
AGNs but at much smaller scale. Instead of the supermassive black hole (104 to
1010 solar masses) surrounded by the dust of the young galaxy, the Micro Quasar
consists of a compact object like a neutron star or a black hole accreting the mat-
ter of a close star. This mechanism produces two jets in the perpendicular direc-
tion of the accretion disc containing relativistic hadronic particles (E ∼ 1016 eV).
Therefore, the production of neutrinos with the Micro Quasars is possible. This
3The magnetic axis is not necessarily the rotational axis.
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hypothesis is supported by the discovery of iron emission lines in the jets of SS
433 [69]. The study of the Micro Quasars like SS 433 and GX339-4 shows the
possibility of 5σ neutrino signal detection with kilometer cubic telescopes [70].
1.3.2.7 Galactic Center
The Galactic Center (GC) is the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. The central
parsec region, around the black hole, contains thousands of stars (old red main se-
quence stars, white dwarf stars and neutron stars). It is one of the most important
candidate neutrino sources in the galaxy. Very High Energy (VHE) γ-rays (> 100
GeV) are detected from the 200 pc central region of the Milky Way Galaxy corre-
lated with the molecular clouds [71]. The nature of these clouds and the hardness
of the γ-ray spectrum make the hadronic scenarios more likely than the leptonic
ones. The first TeV γ-rays observed in the direction of GC were from Sagittarius
A * (HESS J1745-290) [72], the galactic super massive black hole and the SNR
Sgr A East detected by the HESS telescope. Reference [66] estimates the possi-
bility to detect, during five years, about three (two) neutrino events with energies
higher than 1 TeV (5 TeV) from the Galactic Center by neutrino telescopes with
volume ∼ 1 km3.
1.3.2.8 Fermi Bubbles
Recently, the Fermi satellite showed the evidence of a new feature in the Milky
Way Galaxy by detecting γ-rays with a hard and relatively uniform energy spec-
trum [73]. This feature is presented as two bubbles shaped region centered on the
core of Milky Way, perpendicular to the galactic plane, extending 10 kpc from the
center of the galaxy (Figure 1.17). Reference [74] shows that the Fermi Bubbles
are a promising source of high energy neutrinos.
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Figure 1.17: The Fermi Bubbles.
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Chapter 2
Estimation of the high energy
cosmic neutrino flux in ANTARES
In this chapter, the flux of the high energy cosmic neutrinos is estimated in ANTA-
RES. Assuming hadronic scenarios in the galactic and extragalactic sources, the
estimated neutrino flux is extracted from the γ-ray astronomy data. In Section 2.1,
the various steps of this study are shown. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, the extragalactic
background light and the optical depth of the very high energy γ-rays are presented
respectively. After their emission, the extragalactic γ-rays are attenuated by this
background on their way to Earth. Section 2.4 discusses the conversion from
γ-ray energy spectrum to neutrino spectrum at the source. Taking into account
the effects of neutrino oscillations, the energy spectrum of the neutrinos at the
Earth is deduced. Finally, in Section 2.5, the expected number of neutrino events
in ANTARES is calculated. In the following, the word neutrino refers to both
neutrino and anti-neutrino.
2.1 Steps of the neutrino flux estimation
The flux of the high energy cosmic neutrinos can be estimated using the CRs or the
γ-rays spectra. For the CRs, with the hypothesis that the chemical composition of
the UHECRs are protons, Waxman and Bahcall calculated the neutrino production
rate as a function of time, volume and energy in the Universe which is equal to
[75, 76]:
E2p
dN
dEpdVdt
≈ 0.65×1044φ(z) erg.Mpc−3.an−1 (2.1)
where φ(z) is the neutrino production factor as a function of redshift z (φ(0)
= 1). In first approximation, this factor can be removed since the free mean path
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of the UHECRs is relatively small (GZK cut-off).
Using Equation 2.1, an upper limit of the neutrino flux emitted by the ex-
tragalactic sources (AGN, GRB, ...) is deduced (Equation 2.2). The calculation
is based on the energy conservation principle where the energy of the produced
neutrinos is lower than the energy of the protons.
E2νφν < 2×10−8ξz

(
E2p
dN
dEpdVdt
)
z=0
1044 erg.Mpc−3.an−1
 GeV.cm−2.s−1.sr−1 (2.2)
where ξz represents the evolution of the neutrino production as a function of
the redshift [76].
In this chapter, the Very High Energy (VHE) γ-rays are used to estimate the
neutrino flux rather than the CRs. The study consists from the following steps:
1. Using the VHE γ-ray spectrum at the Earth, the VHE γ-ray flux is estimated
at the source. For the galactic sources, the attenuation of these γ-rays on
their way to Earth is negligible, therefore the energy spectra at the source
and at the Earth are considered as identical. However, for the extragalactic
sources, the flux of the VHE γ-rays is attenuated by the interaction with the
intergalactic photons as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
2. Estimation of the neutrino flux at the source from the estimated γ-ray flux
at the source.
3. Estimation of the neutrino flux at the Earth taking in account the oscillation
phenomenon of neutrinos.
4. Finally, calculation of the number of neutrino events detected by ANTARES.
2.2 Extragalactic Background Light
The Extragalactic Background Light (EBL) is an intergalactic ocean of photons
emitted by the galaxies and accumulated over all the history of the Universe.
Based on the cosmological principle1, the EBL is assumed to be isotropic for
a given observer. The precise measurement of the EBL is difficult from the Earth
due to the photons emitted by terrestrial, zodiacal and galactic sources which con-
tribute to 99% of night light. The study of the EBL constraints the galaxies for-
mation and the baryonic content of the Universe.
1The cosmological principle assumes the homogeneity and the isotropy of the Universe at large
scale and the universality of the laws of physics.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic presentation of VHE γ-rays absorption by the extragalactic background
light photons. The Feynman diagram of γ(E)γ(ε) interaction and γ-rays spectra at the source and
at the Earth are shown.
Figure 2.2: The EBL spectrum as a function of EBL photon wave length (left) and the energy
density of the EBL as a function of EBL photon energy (right). The colors present the redshift of
the source, from blue to red, z = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, 3.0 [77].
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Figure 2.2 shows the energy spectrum and the density of the EBL photons [77].
The plot at the right is deduced from the left plot using the following equation:
ρε (nJ.m
−3) =
4pi
c
λ Iλ (nW.m
−2.sr−1) (2.3)
The EBL energy spectrum is calculated by counting the galaxies and estimat-
ing the flux of their photons emission. Constraints on the EBL flux can also be
obtained from γ-rays relying on assumptions of the γ-ray energy spectrum index
at the source. Comparing with the measured γ-ray spectrum at the Earth, the ab-
sorption of the γ-rays, by the EBL photons, are deduced. At z= 0, the EBL energy
spectrum consists of two main bumps. The high energy bump (peaked at ∼ 0.8
eV) is due to the starlight over all redshifts since the formation of the first star.
The low energy bump (peaked at ∼ 8× 10−3 eV) is due to the old population of
stars at high redshifts and the re-radiation, as a thermal emission, by the dust of
the galaxies after the starlight absorption. Figure 2.2 shows clearly that the EBL
density is higher for the local Universe (low z) and it decreases as a function of
the redshift.
2.3 Optical depth
A VHE γ-ray with energy E emitted by an extragalactic source at redshift zs can
interact with an EBL photon with energy ε creating an electron and a positron:
γ(E)+γ(ε)→ e++e−. The energies E and ε are the redshifted energies observed
from the Earth. The intensity of the γ-rays at the source, I0, is attenuated because
of the γ(E)γ(ε) interactions to be I at the Earth (I < I0). This attenuation is
quantified by the optical depth τ and defined as in the following equation:
I = I0× e−τ (2.4)
The optical depth τ is a function of the energy E and the distance between the
source and the Earth (redshift of the source zs).
The cross-section of the γ(E)γ(ε) interaction in the comoving referential frame,
with the transformed energies E ′ = (1+ z)E and ε ′ = (1+ z)ε , is given by [78]:
σ ′γγ(E,ε,µ,z) =
3σT
16
(
1−β 2)[2β (β 2−2)+ (3−β 4) ln(1+β
1−β
)]
(2.5)
β ≡
√
1− ε
′
th(E,µ,z)
ε ′
=
√
1− ε
′
th(E,µ,z)
(1+ z)ε
(2.6)
ε ′th(E,µ,z) =
2(mec
2)2
(1−µ)E ′ =
2(mec
2)2
(1−µ)(1+ z)E (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: The cross section of γ(E)γ(ε) interaction as a function of the observed energies E
and ε at redshift z= 0 (left) and as a function of the observed energy ε at redshift z = 0 and with
E = 1 TeV (right).
where:
• σT = 6.65×10−29 m2 is the Thompson cross section.
• ε ′th(E,µ,z) is the energy threshold of the γ(E)γ(ε) interaction in the comov-
ing referential frame.
• µ ≡ cosθ ′ where θ ′ is the interaction angle of both photons in the comoving
referential frame.
Figure 2.3 (left) shows that the cross section of γ(E)γ(ε) interaction is max-
imum for E× ε ≈ 4(mec2)2 ≈ 1012 eV2. In the white part of the plot at the left
and for log10 ε < -0.58 in the plot at the right, the cross section is null because the
ε is less than the energy threshold of the interaction.
The optical depth is given by the following 3D integral [79]:
τ(E,zs) =
∫ zs
0
dz
dl
dz
∫ +1
−1
dµ
1−µ
2
∫ +∞
ε ′th(E,µ,z)
dε ′n′ε(ε,z)σ
′
γγ(Eγ ,ε,µ,z) (2.8)
where n′ε(ε,z)dε ′ is the comoving number density of EBL photons with ener-
gies between ε ′ and ε ′+dε ′ at redshift z. n′ε(ε,z)dε ′ is calculated transforming the
observed EBL photons energy ε to the comoving referential frame (ε ′ = (1+z)ε).
The cosmological distance dl/dz is given by:
dl
dz
= c
dt
dz
=
RH
(1+ z)D(z)
(2.9)
D(z)≡ {(1+ z)2(Ωmz+1)+ z(2+ z)[(1+ z)2Ωr−ΩΛ]}1/2 (2.10)
where:
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Figure 2.4: The optical depth, τ (left) and e−τ = I/I0 (right), of the VHE γ-rays emitted by an
extragalactic source at different redshifts. The colors present the redshift of the source, from bleu
to red, z= 0.01, 0.025, 0.041, 0.056, 0.071, 0.086, 0.102, 0.117, 0.132, 0.147, 0.163, 0.178, 0.193,
0.208, 0.224, 0.239, 0.254, 0.269, 0.285, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8,
0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 [77].
• ΩΛ is the cosmological constant given by ΩΛ = Λ/3H
2
0 .
• Ωm and Ωr are the matter and radiation densities, respectively, normalized
to the critical density.
• RH ≡ c/H0 is Hubble’s radius.
• H0 = 70 km.s
−1.Mpc−1 is Hubble’s constant.
• c is the speed of light 299792458 m.s−1.
The 3D integral of Equation 2.8 is computed numerically by Monte-Carlo
method where the results are in very good agreement with Reference [77].
Figure 2.4 shows that the attenuation of the γ-rays is more important for the
relatively high energy γ-rays than the low energy ones. As it is expected, the
attenuation increases with the redshift of the γ-ray sources.
2.4 Neutrino flux estimation at the Earth
Assuming hadronic production of γ-rays by the decay of pi0 only, the neutrino and
the γ-ray fluxes are related by the following equation [80]:∫
dNγ
dEγ
EγdEγ = η
∫
dNν
dEν
EνdEν (2.11)
where η depends on the energy distribution of the pions. For pp (pγ) in-
teraction, η is equal to 1/3 (1/4). Therefore, both interactions provide neutrino
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fluxes in the same order of magnitude for the same γ-ray flux. For the rest of this
study, pp parameterization is considered [66] since the uncertainty on the emis-
sion models are equal or even higher than one order of magnitude. The adopted
assumptions are:
• the detected γ-rays are emitted by hadronic processes, more precisely by
neutral pion decay only, the synchrotron-proton radiation is considered neg-
ligible.
• the absorption of the γ-rays in the source is negligible. This assumption is
conservative since any consideration of the source absorption will increase
the estimated neutrino flux.
• the pions disintegrate before their interaction with other particles.
• the pp parameterization leads to ( νe : νµ : ντ ) = ( 1 : 2 : 0 ) ratio of
neutrino flavour production at the source.
• the distance between the sources in question and the Earth are sufficiently
large to have a total neutrino mixing ( νe : νµ : ντ ) = ( 1 : 1 : 1 ) [81].
• the energy spectrum index and the energy cut-off of the primary protons are
1.8 < Γp < 3.0 and 10 TeV < εp < 1 PeV respectively.
The energy spectrum of the primary protons is a power-law distribution given
by the following equation:
dNp
dEp
= kp
(
Ep
1TeV
)−Γp
exp
(
−Ep
εp
)
(2.12)
where kp is the normalization constant. The energy spectra of γ-rays and the
neutrinos are given by:
dNγ/ν
dEγ/ν
= kγ/ν
(
Eγ/ν
1TeV
)−Γγ/ν
exp
(
−
√
Eγ/ν
εγ/ν
)
(2.13)
where kγ (kν ), Γγ (Γν ) and εγ (εν ) are the normalization constant, the spectral
index and the energy cut-off respectively for γ-rays (neutrinos). These parameters
and those for protons are related by equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 [66].
kν ≈ (0.71−0.16Γp)kγ (2.14)
Γν ≈ Γγ ≈ Γp−0.1 (2.15)
εν ≈ 0.59εγ ≈ εp/40 (2.16)
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2.5 Estimated number of neutrino events detected
by ANTARES
Although ANTARES is sensitive to electronic and tauic neutrinos, here, only the
muonic neutrino channel is considered (Section 3.1.1). For the rest of this chapter
the word neutrino refers to muon neutrino and muon anti-neutrino.
For an estimated neutrino flux dNν/dEν , the number of neutrino events that
can be seen by the ANTARES telescope is given by the following integral:
Nν =V
∫
∆T
dt
∫ +∞
E ′
dEνA
ν
eff
dNν
dEν
(2.17)
where V is the visibility of the source (Section 5.3 and Appendix D), ∆T is
the data taking period and Aνeff is the effective area of the telescope (sections 5.3
and 6.2). In this section, the number of neutrinos is estimated for 2007 + 2008
period (∆T = 295 active days). During this period, the detector knew four differ-
ent configurations (5-line, 9-line, 10-line and 12-line). The effective area of the
combined configuration is calculated in Chapter 6 and it is shown in Figure 2.6
(left).
Figure 2.5: The energy spectrum of 1ES 1101-232 at the source and the Earth for both γ-rays
and neutrinos.
Figure 2.5 shows the γ-ray energy spectrum (logarithmic fit with a power law
function) of the extragalactic source 1ES 1101-232 measured by the HESS tele-
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scopes [82]. The γ-ray spectrum at the source is calculated using Equation 2.4
then the neutrino spectra are deduced as it is explained in Section 2.4. The energy
cut-off εν is considered 10
7 GeV because of the high opacity of the Earth for the
very high energy neutrinos (E > 107 GeV). The number of neutrinos is calculated
integrating the factor AνeffdNν/dEν (Figure 2.6 right), using Equation 2.17 with E
′
= 1 TeV. The visibility of this source being 0.63, the estimated number of events
is equal to 1.08 × 0.63 = 0.68 for ∆T = 295 active days. E ′ is taken 1 TeV to
reject a high fraction of atmospheric neutrinos.
Figure 2.6: The effective area of ANTARES with 5-9-10-12-line combined configuration with
AAfit reconstruction strategy (left) and the factor AνeffdNν/dEν (right).
Table 2.1 shows the estimated number of high energy neutrinos for different
sources. The expected number for the extragalactic sources is higher than the
galactic sources. For about ten years of data taking, it may be possible to de-
tect cosmic neutrinos emitted by extragalactic sources by the ANTARES neutrino
telescope.
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Name z Γγ Γν Nν Visibility Nν
(Earth) (Earth) (ANTARES)
1ES 1101-232 0.186 2.76 1.46 1.08 0.63 0.68
1ES 0347-121 0.188 2.82 1.50 0.71 0.56 0.40
PKS 0548-322 0.069 2.32 1.86 0.02 0.70 0.014
Centaurus A 0.0009 2.74 2.74 0.0006 0.83 0.0005
RX J1713.7-3946 0 2.25 2.25 0.17 0.78 0.13
RX J0852.0-4622 0 2.30 2.30 0.15 0.92 0.14
HESS J1023-575 0 2.53 2.53 0.017 1.00 0.017
RCW 86 0 2.55 2.55 0.014 1.00 0.014
Table 2.1: The estimated number of high energy cosmic neutrinos (Eν > 1 TeV) with 5-9-10-
12-line combined configuration using AAfit reconstruction strategy for 295 days. The first four
sources are extragalactic sources and the others are galactic sources.
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Chapter 3
Neutrino detection with ANTARES
In this chapter, the detection of high energy cosmic neutrinos with the ANTARES
telescope is discussed. Firstly, the neutrino and the muon interactions with mat-
ter, the Cherenkov effect and the detection principle are introduced. The under-
water neutrino telescope ANTARES with its different components are described,
then the data acquisition, the trigger and the time calibration are presented. The
atmospheric and the optical backgrounds are also discussed. The Monte-Carlo
simulations and the muon track reconstruction algorithms are discussed as well.
Finally, the kilometer cubic (km3) future detectors like IceCube and KM3NeT are
presented. The information given in this chapter is manly based on the references
[83, 84].
3.1 High energy cosmic neutrino detection
The weakness of the cross section of the neutrino interaction with matter is an
advantage for the neutrino astronomy and a disadvantage at the same time. The
detection of neutrinos is a difficult challenge because of this low cross section. In
this section, the Cherenkov effect and the kinematics of the neutrino interaction
with matter are presented, followed by the detection principle.
3.1.1 High energy neutrino interactions
Neutrinos can interact with matter via Gravitational and Weak interactions only.
For the mass scales used in the ANTARES experiment, Gravitational interaction
can be neglected. For the Weak interaction, neutrinos interact through Neutral
Current (NC) or Charged Current (CC). In the NC, they exchange the gauge boson
Z0 with a nucleon N (proton or neutron) producing a hadronic shower (Equation
3.1).
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Figure 3.1: The Feynman diagram showing the interaction between a neutrino and a nucleon.
νl(ν l)+N→ νl(ν l)+hadronic shower (3.1)
While in the CC, neutrinos exchange the gauge bosonsW+ orW− producing
leptons and hadronic showers as presented in Equation 3.2. The Feynman diagram
of Figure 3.1 shows the muon production by the interaction of a muon neutrino
with a Down quark.
νl(ν l)+N→ l(l)+hadronic shower (3.2)
For both interactions (neutral and charged) between the neutrino and the nu-
cleon, the cross section is calculated using the Electro-Weak theory and quark-
parton’s model of Bjorken [85, 86]. It is given by:
dσNC/CC
dx dy
=
2G2FMEν
pi
(
M2
Z/W
Q2+M2
Z/W
)[
x.q(x,Q2)+ x.q(x,Q2)(1− y2)] (3.3)
where GF is the Fermi constant, M the nucleon mass, Eν the neutrino energy,
MZ/W the mass of Z
0 /W± and Q is the parton quadri-momentum.
q(x,Q2) =
uv(x,Q
2)+dv(x,Q
2)
2
+
us(x,Q
2)+ds(x,Q
2)
2
+ ss(x,Q
2)+bs(x,Q
2)
(3.4)
q(x,Q2) =
us(x,Q
2)+ds(x,Q
2)
2
+ cs(x,Q
2)+ ts(x,Q
2) (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: The interaction cross section of neutrino (left) and anti-neutrino (right) with the
Earth as a function of the (anti-) neutrino energy.
u, d, c, s, t and b represent the distributions of the different quarks in the
nucleon (indices v and s refer to valence and sea respectively). The Bjorken vari-
ables, x and y, are given by:
x=
Q2
2M(Eν −Eµ) and y= 1−
Eµ
Eν
(3.6)
Figure 3.2 shows the cross section of the neutrino and anti-neutrino interaction
with Earth as a function of the neutrino energy. This cross section increases with
the energy. For energies lower than about1 3.2 TeV, the cross section of the neu-
trino interaction is higher than that of the anti-neutrino because of the domination
of the valence quark interactions. Once the energy is higher than about 3.2 TeV,
both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos have the same cross-section.
For an underwater neutrino telescope such as ANTARES, the detection re-
lies on charged current interactions as shown in Equation 3.2. The neutrinos
are indirectly detected by the detection of leptons (electron, muon, and tau).
This technique is explained in Section 3.1.3. Among the three lepton flavours,
the most important one for an underwater neutrino telescope is the muon. In
fact, after the interaction of neutrinos with Earth and the production of leptons,
only the muons have a large mean free path. The electrons decelerate rapidly
by emission of Bremsstrahlung radiation or/and an electron-positron pair cre-
ation. The secondary electrons decelerate the same way as the primary ones and
electromagnetic showers are created. The taus disintegrate rapidly due to their
short life time (tτ = 290.6± 1.0× 10−15 s) relatively to that of the muons (tµ =
2.197019± 0.000021× 10−6 s) [87]. The muons propagate for a few kilometers
1M2W/2mN ≈ 3.2 TeV
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Figure 3.3: The energy loss of the muon in rocks (left) and water (right) as a function of the
energy of the muon.
(∼ 5 km for Eµ = 100 TeV) [88] before their disintegration losing their energy by
four possible processes:
• the ionization of atoms and molecules resulting the emission of δ -rays (rel-
ativistic electrons).
• the creation of electron-positron pairs then an electromagnetic shower.
• the emission of Bremsstrahlung radiation while passing nearby atomic nu-
clei.
• the collision with atomic nuclei. The cross-section of this interaction for Eµ
. 104 GeV is much lower than the first three interactions (Figure 3.3).
The Earth’s magnetic field effect on the muon trajectory is neglected for the
scales used in the ANTARES experiment. The angle between the incident neutrino
and the muon is due to the kinematics of the neutrino-nucleon interaction. Figure
3.4 shows the median angular difference between the neutrino and the muon as
a function of the neutrino energy. The angle between the neutrino and the muon
decreases with the increase of the neutrino energy. For the same neutrino energy,
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the median angular difference is smaller for events that respect the quality cuts
defined in Chapter 5. This plot is obtained using Monte-Carlo simulation where
the neutrino energy spectrum index is 2.
Figure 3.4: Median angular difference between the neutrino and the muon directions as a func-
tion of the neutrino energy. The red curve represents the up-going simulated neutrinos (seen by
ANTARES) and the blue one represents those which respect the quality cuts optimized in Chapter
5.
In a first approximation, the neutrino-muon angular difference can be given by
[89]: √
〈θ 2νµ〉=
√
mN
Eν
(rad) (3.7)
Figure 3.5 presents the correlation (correlation factor = 0.79) between the en-
ergy of the neutrino and the energy of the produced muon for up-going events (the
zenith cut is applied on the true zenith of the simulated neutrino). The presented
histogram shows that the energy of the incident neutrinos is always higher than
the energy of the produced muons.
3.1.2 Cherenkov effect
The displacement of an electrically charged particle, such as the muon, inside a
dielectrically transparent medium with a velocity higher than the speed of light
in that medium polarizes the local molecules. Returning rapidly to the stable
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Figure 3.5: The neutrino energy as a function of produced muon energy. The plot presents all
up-going simulated neutrinos seen by ANTARES.
state, these molecules emit prompt spherical radiation. The luminous spheres,
created faster than the speed of light in the medium all along the muon’s trajectory,
interfere together and produce a front wave as shown in Figure 3.6. This effect
was rigorously characterized by the physicist Pavel Alekseyevich Cherenkov. The
threshold energy of the charged particle, to produce Cherenkov light, is given by:
Eth =
m0c
2√
1− v
2
ph
c2
(3.8)
where m0 is the proper mass of the charged particle, vph is the speed of light
in the medium and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
The angle between the muon and the front wave photons, θC, shown in Figure
3.6, is given as a function of β (the ratio of the velocity of the muon to the speed
of light in vacuum) and the refraction index n of the medium which is, itself, a
function of the electric permittivity. θC is given by:
cosθC =
1
β ×n (3.9)
In the ANTARES zone, the refraction index of Cherenkov photons is equal
to 1.35. For an ultra relativistic muon (β ∼ 1), θC is equal to 42.2◦. The proper
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Figure 3.6: The emission of the spherical radiation and the front wave formation.
mass of the muon is equal to 105.658367± 0.000004 MeV [87]. Therefore, the
threshold energy of the muon is 160 MeV. This value is computed using Equation
3.8.
The spectral distribution of Cherenkov photons is given by [90]:
dN
dxdλ
=
2piα
λ 2
(
1− 1
β 2n2
)
(3.10)
where α = 1/137 is the fine-structure constant and λ is the wave length of the
emitted photons. The ANTARES optical modules are sensible to λ ∈ [300;600]
nm. Using Equation 3.10, the muon emits about 350 photons/cm within the given
λ range.
3.1.3 Detection principle
When a high energy cosmic or atmospheric neutrino2 (E > 1TeV) passes through
Earth, it has a low probability to interact with a nucleon via Weak interaction
and produce a relativistic muon (Equation 3.2 and Figure 3.1). The probability of
having a high energy muon increases with the energy of the neutrino (Figure 3.5).
If the muon is traveling in a dielectrically transparent medium as water or ice with
2The word “cosmic” (“atmospheric”) neutrinos refers to the production of neutrinos outside
(inside) Earth’s atmosphere.
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Figure 3.7: The detection of high energy cosmic neutrinos.
an energy higher than the threshold energy (160 MeV) (i.e. if the velocity of the
muon is higher than the speed of light in the medium), it emits Cherenkov photons
(Section 3.1.2).
In 1960, M. A. Markov proposed an idea to detect high energy neutrinos (E
> 1TeV) [91]. His idea was based on the installation of a 3 dimensional photo-
detector network in the sea water to detect the Cherenkov photons emitted by the
relativistic muons. Knowing the positions of the optical modules and measuring
the arrival time of the photons, the muon direction can be reconstructed (Figure
3.7). As shown in Figure 3.4, the muon direction is correlated with the neutrino
direction and therefore the neutrino source can be located. To reduce the back-
ground, consisting of the down-going atmospheric muons, only up-going tracks
are studied (Section 3.2.7.1).
3.2 ANTARES neutrino telescope
The ANTARES3 Collaboration is formed of physicists from 28 institutes in 7
European countries (France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Romania, Russia and
Spain), who constructed an underwater neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean
Sea, 40 km south of Toulon, at 42◦48′N, 6◦10′E (Figure 3.8), at a depth of 2475
m.
3ANTARES is the acronym of “Astronomy with a Neutrino Telescope and Abyss environmen-
tal RESearch”.
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Figure 3.8: The point A indicates the ANTARES site [92].
In 1996, more than 60 deployment operations were done in the sea water in
order to install instruments helping the study of the properties of water (light ab-
sorption length, salinity, ...) and the environment (bioluminescence, sea current
velocity, ...). These operations led to the choice of the ANTARES site location
shown in Figure 3.8.
To quantify the water quality, studies were made to calculate the effective
attenuation length Leff.att. defined as follows:
I ∝
I0
L
× exp
(
− L
Leff.att.
)
(3.11)
where I0 is the light intensity at the source and I the intensity at the distance L
from the source. The effective attenuation length Leff.att. is related to the absorption
length Labs. and the scattering length Lsca. by the following relation:
1
Leff.att.
=
1
Labs.
+
1
Lsca.
(3.12)
The direct measurement of the effective attenuation length gives Leff.att. = 41±
1 (stat.) ±1 (syst.) m [93].
Section 3.1.3 explains that ANTARES probes the Universe by looking through
Earth. The location of the site in the Mediterranean Sea provides ANTARES a
field of view in the sky covering the Southern Hemisphere, a fraction of the North-
ern Hemisphere and the Galactic Center which is considered as a candidate of
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Figure 3.9: The visibility of ANTARES (left) and IceCube (right) in the Galactic Coordinates.
cosmic neutrino sources. The Galactic Center is visible 67% of the time. Thanks
to the location of ANTARES and the South Pole neutrino telescope IceCube (Sec-
tion 3.5.1), together they provide a full sky coverage for cosmic neutrinos search
(Figure 3.9).
3.2.1 Final configuration
The ANTARES telescope (Figure 3.10) [94] is composed of 900 optical modules
distributed over 12 lines of 450 m length. The lines are separated by about 70
m. Three optical modules are fixed on a storey and inclined downwards with an
angle of 45◦ to the vertical. This angle is optimized for the detection of the up-
going muons. The storeys are separated by 14.5 m and each storey has a Local
Control Module (LCM) which contains all the electronic installations. A group
of 5 storeys form a sector. One of the five LCMs in the sector is the Master LCM
(MLCM). The lines are fixed from the bottom by the Bottom String Socket (BSS)
connected with an electro-optical interconnecting link (IL) cable to the Junction
Box (JB). The information and the electrical power are transmitted by 40 km
electro-optical cable connecting the JB to the control room in La Seyne-sur-Mer
(Figure 3.8).
The registration of data started with the connection of Line 1 in March 2006.
It was followed by Line 2 in September 2006, lines 3, 4, and 5 in January 2007,
then lines 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in December 2007 and finally lines 11 and 12 in May
2008.
In addition to the 12 detector lines, the instrumentation line MILOM was in-
stalled in ANTARES site to measure and study different parameters [95]. It was
operational from March 2005 to June 2007, then it was removed, modified, rede-
ployed and renamed IL-07.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the ANTARES telescope.
3.2.2 Detector storeys
The basic components of the detector storey (Figure 3.11) are:
• Optical Module Frame (OMF): it is the main support frame of the other
storey components. The OMF is made from titanium.
• Local Control Module (LCM): it is located at the center of the storey and it
contains the electronic installations. The LCM is responsible of the power
distribution to the optical modules and the reception of the signal.
• 3 optical modules: they are located in the horizontal plane, forming an angle
of 120◦ between them.
• hydrophone: 5 storeys per line contain a hydrophone used for the acous-
tic positioning system. A detailed description of the acoustic positioning
system is presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.11: Storey of ANTARES detector.
• LED beacon: some storeys have a LED beacon used during the in situ cali-
brations (Section 3.2.6.2).
3.2.3 Optical modules
The optical modules [96] are the eyes of ANTARES (Figure 3.12). They contain
the following components:
• glass sphere: with 43 cm of diameter, it protects the internal elements from
surrounding sea water pressure (250 bars).
• photo-multiplier: it has a diameter of 25.4 cm, an area of 440 cm2 and it
contains a 14-stage amplification system. Its role is to convert the luminous
signal to electrical signal.
• base: it converts the input low voltage (48 V) to a high voltage (from 800 V
to 1200V) serving the photomultiplier.
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Figure 3.12: Optical module of ANTARES detector.
• OM-LCM link: it is a bi-directional electric link connecting the base and
the LCM.
• magnetic shield: it is used to decrease the influence of the Earth’s magnetic
field on the electrons trajectories between the photocathode and the first
dynode. The magnetic shield surrounds the bulb of the photomultiplier.
• LED system: it is used for the in situ calibration (Section 3.2.6.2). It moni-
tors the transit time of the photomultiplier.
• gel: the gel is made of silicon material. It is an optical link between the
photomultiplier and the glass and a mechanical link between the sphere, the
photomultiplier and the magnetic shield.
3.2.4 Data acquisition
The Cherenkov light, emitted by the muon, is detected by the Photomultipliers
(PMT). The PMT converts the optical signal to an electric signal. The electric
signal is read by two Analogue Ring Samplers (ARS)s which digitise the signal
then send it to the DAQ Board (Data AcQuisition).
3.2.4.1 Hit time and signal digitalisation by the ARS
The hit time is defined as the time when the electric signal, coming from the anode,
is higher than the threshold voltage which is equal4 to 0.3 p.e. (L0 trigger). The
charge is integrated within a window of 25 ns after the hit time and 8 ns before
4p.e. stands for photoelectron.
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Figure 3.13: Signal arrival time measurement with TVC technique.
the hit time. After 25 ns of the hit time, the first ARS starts to digitise the signal
and after 15 ns the relay will be passed to the second ARS.
Figure 3.13 shows the hit time measurement. The Time Stamp with a period
of 50 ns, related to an external reference clock, counts the reference clock pulses.
Between two pulses, the Time-to-Voltage Converter (TVC) will associate, with a
precision of 0.1 ns, the hit time to a given voltage value.
To digitise the signal, the ARS needs 250 ns. This period is known as the ARS
dead time. The use of the two ARSs decreases the dead time.
The data is saved on 6 bytes. One byte is for the ARS number and the data
mode5, three bytes are for the hit time, the fifth and the sixth bytes save the TVC
and the Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC) values respectively. The data is then
sent to the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the LCM.
3.2.4.2 Data transmission to the shore
Figure 3.14 shows the data transmission to the shore. Each MLCM collects the
data from the sector LCMs at up to 100 Mb/s and sends it to the String Control
5The data can be saved by 2 modes: SPE and WE. The first consists of the hit time and the
charge. The second takes the information from the waveform of the electric signal in addition. All
physical runs use the SPE mode.
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Figure 3.14: Data transmission to the shore.
Module (SCM) located in the BSS, then from the 12 BSSs to the junction box,
and finally, with a 40 km cable, to the institute Michel Pacha at La Seyne-sur-Mer
at up to 1 Gb/s. All the connections between the MLCMs and the shore are made
by electro-optical cables.
3.2.5 Trigger
Various trigger algorithms are applied to data after its transmission to the shore.
The triggered data is written on disks. The trigger algorithms rely on three hit
types:
• L0: when the electrical signal passes the 0.3 p.e.
• L1: two types of L1 can be distinguished:
1. when the electrical signal passes the HighThreshold (3 p.e. or 10 p.e.
depends from the period of the data taking), the L0 will be L1.
2. the coincidence of at least two L0 from different OMs inside a 20 ns
window of time on the same storey.
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• T3: T3 is a cluster of L1. Two types of T3 can be distinguished:
1. the coincidence of two L1 in 80 ns time window i.e. two L1 on two
adjacent storeys.
2. the coincidence of two L1 in 160 ns time window i.e. two L1 on two
next to adjacent storeys.
Six trigger algorithms are currently applied:
• 3N: it requires at least 5 L1 in a time window corresponding to a muon
track.
• T3 (2T3): it requires at least one (two) T3.
• GC: The Galactic Center (GC) trigger requires one L1 and four L0 in the
direction of the Galactic Center.
• minimum bias: Every second, within a time window of 4 µs, the data is
registered without any filter.
• K40: It is used for the in situ calibration explained in Section 3.2.6.2. It
requires two L0 on two optical modules of the same storey within a time
window of 50 ns. It is downscaled by factor ∼ 1000.
• TST: The Transit Sources Trigger is released when an alert is sent by γ-ray
satellites (e.g. SWIFT, FERMI, ...). Two minutes of data, around the trigger,
will be saved without any filters.
3.2.6 Time Calibration
The time calibration of the ANTARES telescope is mandatory. The time resolu-
tion (relative and absolute) has a major contribution on the angular resolution of
the telescope.
• The relative time resolution is related to the time offsets between different
OMs inside the detector. It affects the reconstruction of the track of the
muon which uses the information of the arrival time of Cherenkov photons.
The main uncertainties on the relative time are [97]:
1. the Transit Time Spread (TTS) in the PMT which is equal to 1.3 ns.
2. the light scattering and the chromatic dispersion in sea water which
lead to a smearing of 1.5 ns for 40 m.
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3. the residual time offset is estimated to be less than 0.5 ns.
• The absolute time resolution, which is equal to 100 ns, depends on the offset
between the UTC time given by the GPS and the master clock. The absolute
time of the event is used for the correlation study with transit sources like the
AGN flares and the GRBs. It is used also to transform the local referential
frame to Equatorial and Galactic coordinates systems.
The time calibration has two phases. First, the on-shore calibration where
before the deployment in deep sea water, the devices are tested and calibrated in
CPPM (Marseille) and CEA (Saclay) laboratories. Second, in situ calibrations are
performed, once the detector is installed, to study the evolution of the properties
of the parameters as a function of time. In this section, the on-shore and in situ
time calibration are illustrated.
3.2.6.1 On-shore calibration
Before the deployment, every device is checked to insure the good data quality.
In the darkroom, the offset of the individual PMT was measured and corrected by
sending light pulse, through optical fibres, by a laser of λ = 532 nm (green light),
1 µJ power and a pulse frequency of 1 kHz. The PMT with the number 0 of the
first floor is taken as a reference.
3.2.6.2 In situ calibration
After the deployment, the in situ calibration insures the good functioning of all
the devices. Different techniques are used:
1. internal LED: it is situated inside the Optical Module (Figure 3.12) and
sends a light pulse of λ = 472 nm. It measures the transit time of the PMT.
The calibration results show that the uncertainty on the transit time is less
than 0.5 ns.
2. LED Optical Beacon (LOB): it is constructed from 36 LEDs of λ = 472
nm. The maximum intensity of the LOB is 160 pJ. Each line has 4 LOBs
at storey numbers 2, 9, 15 and 21. This system is used to compute the time
offsets between the PMTs of the same storey.
3. Laser Beacon (LB): Two LBs are situated on the BSS of line 7 and line 8.
They emit a light pulse of λ = 532 nm and power = 1 µJ. This system is
used to make the interline calibration by measuring the time offsets between
the lines (δ t . 5 ns). It is used also for the calibration of the lower storeys
that are not seen with the LOB.
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Figure 3.15: The left plot represents the differences of time between hits of two optical mod-
ules of the same storey. The right plot illustrates the coincidence rates (the background being
subtracted) [98].
4. Potassium 40: The Potassium 40 is a source of optical background in the
detector being a radioactive isotope in sea water. It produces photons by
two processes:
• decay of 40K→40Ca+e+ν . The emitted electrons can attain energies
up to 1.3 MeV where the Cherenkov threshold calculated by Equation
3.8 is 0.25 MeV.
• Compton scattering of photons with energy of 1.46 MeV produced by
two consecutive reactions:
40K+ e→40 Ar∗+ν then 40Ar∗→40 Ar+ γ (3.13)
The Potassium 40 is used for in situ time calibration studying the coincidence
of arrival time of photons, produced by Potassium 40 decay, on two optical mod-
ules of the same storey [98]. The left plot of Figure 3.15 shows the time difference
between hits of two different optical modules. It is composed by a base line and
a Gaussian peak. The base line is the time difference of random hits and the
Gaussian peak is due to photons coming from the same decay process. The ob-
served coincidence rates after background subtraction are shown in the right plot
of Figure 3.15.
This technique indicates a variation of 15% on the optical modules efficiency
due to the different arrival time of photons from the same disintegration and the
angular response of the PMT.
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3.2.7 Cosmic neutrino search backgrounds
The search of cosmic neutrinos with an underwater telescope like ANTARES has
two kinds of backgrounds, the atmospheric background (the down-going atmo-
spheric muons and the atmospheric neutrinos) and the optical background pro-
duced inside the detector.
3.2.7.1 Atmospheric background
The interactions of the cosmic rays in Earth’s atmosphere produce secondary par-
ticles such as protons, neutrons, electrons, pions, muons, neutrinos, and photons
(Figure 3.16). Only the muons can reach and interact with the detector. These
muons form the atmospheric background and they can be distinguished by two
sorts:
• the muons produced by decay of pions (also kaons), known as atmospheric
muons.
• the muons produced after the weak interaction of atmospheric neutrinos
with the Earth’s atmosphere or rocks in Earth.
Figure 3.17 is a schematic presentation of the signal and the backgroundmuons,
it shows three muons detected by an underwater neutrino telescope. The first
(track number 1) presents a muon produced by a cosmic neutrino. This kind
of muons represent the signal in the point source analysis and they are up-going
events. The second (track number 2) presents a muon produced by an atmospheric
neutrino. The third (track number 3) presents the atmospheric down-going muon
produced by the decay of a pion. The tracks number 2 and 3 are the atmospheric
backgrounds for the point source analysis.
Figure 3.18 presents the flux of atmospheric muons6 and the flux of muons
coming from atmospheric neutrinos as a function of zenith cosine (cosθ ). The
up-going muons (-1 < cosθ < 0) are the ones produced after the interaction of
atmospheric neutrinos with Earth. All the atmospheric up-going muons are ab-
sorbed before reaching the detector, while the down-going muons (0< cosθ < 1)
are atmospheric in majority. Their flux is higher by six orders of magnitude than
that of the muons coming from atmospheric neutrinos.
In order to reject a maximum number of atmospheric muons (down-going),
one of the solutions is the construction of the detector in sea as deep as possible.
Increasing the depth, the absorption of the atmospheric down-going muons will
be important. Figure 3.19 shows the flux of an atmospheric muons as a function
6The atmospheric muons are produced by the decay of pions (also kaons) in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere.
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Figure 3.16: Secondary particles production by cosmic ray interactions in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere.
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Figure 3.17: The track number 1 represents the signal neutrino produced outside the Earth’s
atmosphere. The track number 2 represents the muon produced after the interaction of an atmo-
spheric neutrino with Earth. The track number 3 represents an atmospheric muon.
of the depth in the range of the detector. The plot shows that the flux decreases
with the increase of the depth [98].
The second way to reject the atmospheric muons is the down-looking orienta-
tion design of the optical modules already described in Section 3.2.1.
3.2.7.2 Optical background
The optical background is produced by two sources: the Potassium 40 decay ex-
isting naturally in sea water and the bioluminescence.
Figure 3.20 shows the median rate of photons detected by different optical
modules. This plot is composed from two components: the base line and the
peaks.
• Potassium 40: One of the base line components, with a contribution of∼ 30
kHz on the counting rate, is the Cherenkov light emitted by the relativistic
electrons from the Potassium 40 (40K) decay discussed in Section 3.2.6.2.
• Bioluminescence: The majority of the peaks are due to the bioluminescence
activities in sea water. These activities have a seasonal variation and they are
correlated with the velocity of the sea current. Scientific research groups in
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Figure 3.18: Atmospheric neutrino and muon flux as a function of zenith cosine.
ANTARES Collaboration are studying different parameters related to bio-
luminescence activities like the oxygen consummation by the bacteria, their
density and their effects on the environment.
3.3 Monte-Carlo simulations
Monte-Carlo simulations are used to simulate the detector and the behaviour of
each particle while passing through it. In order to understand the data behaviour
and the performance of the detector, different data to MC comparisons are studied.
In this section, the simulations of the detector response to signal and background
neutrinos and atmospheric muons are discussed.
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Figure 3.19: The muon flux as a function of depth in the detector range. The left axis represents
the total muon intensity and the right axis represents the vertical muon intensity. The grey band
shows the normalization uncertainty of the data. The predictions of the Monte-Carlo simulations
based on MUPAGE (CORSIKA) are shown by dashed (dash-dotted) lines [98].
3.3.1 Neutrino simulation
The high energy neutrinos, their interactions with matter and the production of the
muons, described in Section 3.1.1, are simulated by the GENHEN package [99].
The interaction of the neutrinos with Earth through quasi-elastic and resonance
scattering channels are simulated by the RESQUE package [100]. The interac-
tions through the charged current deep inelastic scattering channel are generated
using the LEPTO package [101]. The parton distribution functions of the CTEQ
collaboration [102] are used in LEPTO. The muon propagation and its energy loss
are simulated by the MUSIC7 package [103].
The neutrinos and their interactions are simulated in a cylindrical volume de-
fined around the detector. To detect all the produced muons, the radius and height
(twenties of kilometers) of the cylinder are calculated based on the maximum
propagation length of the muons, taking into account the muon interactions with
rock and sea water. The muon propagation length is a function of the energy. For
the analysis in this thesis, the simulated energy range of neutrinos is 10 GeV to
107 GeV. In order to decrease the CPU time of the simulation, the energy range is
7MUSIC is the acronym of MUon SImulation Code.
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Figure 3.20: The median rate (kHz) of hits measured by the MILOM and storeys 1 and 25 of
Line 1 from 2005 to 2009.
divided into 10 logarithmic bins. For each bin, the dimensions of the cylindrical
volume are defined.
The flux of the down-going atmospheric muons being six orders of magnitude
higher than that of the atmospheric neutrinos, only the up-going atmospheric neu-
trinos are simulated in 2pi srad (i.e. the zenith is between 0◦ and 90◦). The flux
of these neutrinos is isotropic and it is given by Equation 3.14. A random time is
simulated for each event to apply the transformation from local to Equatorial and
Galactic coordinates.
dΦ(νatm.)
dEdΩ
= 4.9
(
Eν
GeV
)−3.6
cm−2.s−1.sr−1.GeV−1 (3.14)
The simulated atmospheric neutrino events are used to define the Probability
Density Functions (PDF)s of the signal neutrinos (Chapter 5). However, they
are reweighted to have an energy spectrum index equals8 to 2 rather than 3.6.
The reweighted events are classified by ranges of 10◦ declination and they are
associated to point sources of the same declination range.
3.3.2 Atmospheric muon simulation
The atmospheric muons, described in Section 3.2.7.1, are generated by the COR-
SIKA9 package [104]. The interaction of the cosmic rays with the atmosphere
and the development of the atmospheric showers are simulated for a wide range
of energies up to 1020 eV. The secondary particles produced in the atmospheric
showers are simulated taking into consideration their energy loss, the decay of
8The energy spectrum index of the point sources is assumed to be 2.
9CORSIKA is the acronym of COsmic Ray SImulation for KAscade.
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unstable particles, the electromagnetic and hadronic interactions and the devia-
tion of the trajectory of electrically charged particles in Earth’s magnetic field.
The propagation of the muons from the sea level to the detector is simulated using
the MUSIC package as in the case of the up-going muons.
To decrease the CPU time of the simulation, the generation process is divided
into 3 bins of energy (1 to 10 TeV/nucleon, 10 to 100 TeV/nucleon and 100 to 105
TeV/nucleon) and 2 bins for zenith for each atomic nucleus (p, He, N, Mg, Fe).
In total, 30 different bins are considered where the simulated numbers of primary
cosmic rays are given in Table 3.1.
0◦ < θ < 60◦ 60◦ < θ < 85◦
Name h1 h2 h3 v1 v2 v3
Primary 1→ 10 10→ 100 100→ 105 1→ 10 10→ 100 100→ 105
nucleus TeV/nucleon TeV/nucleon TeV/nucleon TeV/nucleon TeV/nucleon TeV/nucleon
P 109 109 108 109 109 108
He 9×108 108 9×107 9×108 108 9×107
N 108 108 6×106 108 108 6x106
Mg 108 108 3×106 108 108 3×106
Fe 108 3×107 106 108 3×107 106
Table 3.1: The number of events simulated in CORSIKA bins.
3.3.3 Cherenkov photon simulation and the detector response
To simulate the Cherenkov light discussed in Section 3.1.2, a cylindrical volume,
called “can”, is defined around the instrumented volume10. The radius of the can
is equal to few times of the photon absorption length in water which is 69 m for a
wave length of 450 nm. The dimensions of the instrumented volume and the can
are illustrated in Figure 3.21.
The Cherenkov photons emitted by muons and the secondary particles pro-
duced by muons interactions are simulated by the GEASIM and KM3 [105] pack-
ages. The former simulates all particles inside the can, as well as, Cherenkov
photons produced by the muons and the secondary particles. However, it does not
simulate the scattering of photons. The latter simulates all particles including light
scattering except hadronic showers. In rare cases, GEASIM is used to simulate
hadronic showers when they are produced near to the instrumented volume.
The angular acceptance of the optical modules and the detector are also sim-
ulated using the KM3. The simulations take into account the quantum efficiency
and the angular acceptance of the PMT, the glass sphere and the gel transparen-
cies, and the effective area of the photocathode.
10The instrumented volume presents the detector.
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Figure 3.21: The can and the instrumented volume inside it.
3.4 Reconstruction algorithms
Two different track reconstruction algorithms are used in this thesis. The BBfit
and AAfit muon track reconstruction algorithms are presented in this section. The
former is robust and fast, and the latter is characterized by its accuracy and high
effective area.
3.4.1 BBfit muon track reconstruction algorithm
The muon track reconstruction algorithm used in Chapter 5 is the BBfit recon-
struction algorithm [106]. It is characterized by robustness and rapidity.
BBfit algorithm uses the following approximations:
• The velocity of the muon is equal to the speed of light in vacuum.
• The muon trajectory is considered as a straight line.
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• The lines of the detector are assumed to be vertical i.e. the acoustic posi-
tioning system data is not used.
• The distances between the optical modules and the center of the storey (Fig-
ure 3.11) are ignored i.e. the positions of the hits are supposed to be at the
center of the line.
• The hits recorded in a time interval of 20 ns are merged by adding their
amplitudes keeping the time of the earlier hit. If the merged hit consists of
hits from different optical modules, it has a bonus charge of 1.5 p.e.
• The Cherenkov photons have the same wave length.
• The refraction index is considered to be 1.38.
The fact that the hits are merged to a single hit, the L1 trigger defined in
Section 3.2.5 will have a new threshold on the amplitude. In the algorithm, this
threshold amplitude value is taken to be 2.5 p.e.
The pre-selected hits used in the fit consist of all T3 hits. Also, the L0 and L1
hits that are within a narrow time window around the T3 Hits are added.
3.4.1.1 Bright point fit
The bright point fit is used to fit the hits to spherical light waves that are emitted
by a fixed geometrical point, propagating with the speed of light in water. It is
assumed to be isotropic and it is defined by the four parameters of space-time (3
for space coordinates and 1 for time). It helps to recognize the electromagnetic and
hadronic showers. The bright point fit quantity is characterized by the parameter
bchi2 used as a quality cut.
3.4.1.2 Track fit
The muon track is fitted by the hits corresponding to the wave front of Cherenkov
cone based on the closest approach (χ2-like function). The scattered photons and
those produced in electromagnetic and hadronic showers are ignored in the fit.
The track fit has five free parameters, three for the track coordinates in 3D space
and two for the orientation (θ and φ ). Only the lines that have at least one T3 hit
are used in fitting the track in order to avoid, as much as possible, the hits coming
from isolated noise.
The χ2-like function, called Q, is given by:
Q=
Nhit
∑
i=1
[
(tγ − ti)2
σ2i
+ f (a)
]
(3.15)
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where f (a) is a function of hits amplitude.
The track fit is characterized by the parameter tchi2 which is equal to Q di-
vided by the Number of Degrees of Freedom (NDF). The NDF is obtained by
subtracting the number of the free parameters (five parameters) from the number
of hits used in the track fit.
3.4.2 AAfit muon track reconstruction algorithm
The reconstruction strategy of muon tracks used in Chapter 6 is the AAfit muon
track reconstruction algorithm. This algorithm is explained in detail in Reference
[107]. It is characterized by the relatively good angular resolution and the ef-
fective area. The hits used in the AAfit algorithm use the acoustic positioning
(plus compasses) data. This section describes the pre-selection of the hits and the
different steps of the fit.
3.4.2.1 Pre-selection of hits
A pre-selection of hits is applied to reduce the optical background hits. Since the
hit with the highest amplitude is probably a signal hit, the quantity ∆t ′ defined as
the time difference between the time of a hit and that of the largest amplitude hit
is used for the selection criterion given by the following equation:
|∆t ′| ≤ d
v
+100 ns (3.16)
where d is the distance between the two hits and vg is the group velocity of
light in sea water. The factor 100 ns is a “safety factor” to preserve almost all
signal hits.
3.4.2.2 Steps of the fit
The AAfit algorithm consists of four main steps described briefly in the following:
• Linear prefit: The first step of the reconstruction algorithm is the linear
prefit. The prefit does not lead to precise track reconstruction but its impor-
tance is to give a preliminary reconstructed track from a sub-set of hits. This
sub-set consists of hits with amplitude larger than 3 p.e. and hits with local
coincidence of less than 25 ns. In this method, no starting point is required
and that is taken as an advantage. The track parameters are estimated based
on the closest approach (χ2 minimization).
• M-estimator fit: As a following to the linear prefit that does not give an
accurate estimation of the track fit, an M-estimator is chosen in a way to
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behave linearly for large time residuals, and quadratic for small ones (Figure
3.22). Equation 3.17 is used in the M-estimator maximization of the time
residuals11 ∆t.
M(∆t) =−2
√
1+
∆t2
2
+2 (3.17)
The advantage of this fit is the insensitivity to the quality of the starting
point. It is used as the second step of the track reconstruction algorithm. At
this step, another hit selection is applied. Hits with a time residual between
-150 ns and +150 ns and a distance less than 100 m from the reconstruction
track in the prefit are selected. Otherwise, hits with amplitude higher than
2.3 p.e. are always selected.
• Maximum likelihood fit: In this step, a maximum likelihood is performed
with a Probability Density Function (PDF) free from background hits. The
fit results of the M-estimator are used as an input for this fit. The selection
consists of choosing hits with residuals in the range [−0.5×R,+R], R being
the root mean square of the time residuals used in the second step. Hits with
amplitudes greater than 2.5 p.e. or with a local coincidence are also chosen.
In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, the steps 2 and 3 are
repeated several times by using a number of different starting points from
that of the prefit. The track with the best maximum likelihood is used as an
input for the next step.
• Final maximum likelihood fit: In this last step, the maximum likelihood
fit uses a PDF which includes the background hits. The presence of the
background hits in the PDF keeps good reconstruction accuracy. Hits with
amplitudes greater than 2.5 p.e. or with local coincidences, and time resid-
uals in the range of [−250,+250] ns are used in this fit.
3.5 Km3 neutrino telescopes
Naturally, neutrino telescopes with a volume of more than km3 will increase the
probability of cosmic neutrinos discovery. For such detectors, the effective area
and the angular resolution will be 10 times improved and the sensitivity around 50
times better than ANTARES. Two projects are dedicated to construct km3 neutrino
telescopes: IceCube and KM3NeT.
11The time residual is the time difference between the measured time of the hit and the time
calculated using the reconstructed track.
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Figure 3.22: The red curve presents the function χ2(∆t) = ∆t2 and the blue the M-estimator
(the opposite value).
3.5.1 IceCube
The IceCube detector (Figure 3.23), located at the South Pole, is in the construc-
tion phase and it will be completed in 2011 [108]. The telescope consists of 5160
optical sensors distributed over 86 strings occupying a volume of 1 km3 in the
Antarctic ice at depths between 1450 m and 2450 m. The optical sensors are
spaced constantly over the detector with an exception of the six DeepCore de-
tectors, between 1760 m and 2450 m, where the modules are closer for the low
energy particles reconstruction. At the surface, a 1 km2 air shower array is in-
stalled to study the cosmic rays with energies between 300 TeV and 1 EeV. This
surface detector, called IceTop, consists of 320 optical sensors in 160 tanks.
Before the construction of the IceCube, a prototype project is made with a
smaller detector called AMANDA presented in Figure 3.23. AMANDA contained
677 optical modules at depths between 1500 m and 2000 m.
The IceCube passed through intermediate configurations known as IC22 and
IC40 before its final configuration. Figure 3.24 shows the cumulative event frac-
tion of the angular difference between the true neutrino and the reconstructed
muon for the different configurations.
The IceCube design permits to study the three neutrino flavours, νe, νµ and
ντ , covering a wide energy range (between 100 GeV and 10
9 GeV). It can collect
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Figure 3.23: The IceCube telescope.
50,000 events per year in an energy range between 500 GeV and 500 TeV.
3.5.2 KM3NeT
In February 2006, the KM3NeT project [110] began to study the technical perfor-
mance and to build an underwater neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea. In
2010, the Technical Design Report is published. The construction will begin in
2013 and the data taking will start during the construction phase.
Three main configurations are proposed. The design of these configurations
is optimized, with Monte-Carlo simulations, to have 0.1◦ angular resolution for
muons with energies above 10 TeV and maximum possible effective area for km3
volume to study the neutrinos with their three flavours.
Figure 3.25 shows the three different proposed designs for the whole detector.
The three designs of the detector lines under study, presented in Figure 3.26, are:
1. NuOne: the main component is 6 m long horizontal bars to support 6 optical
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Figure 3.24: The cumulative event fraction of the angular difference between the true neutrino
direction and the reconstructed muon direction. The different colors represent 3 different configu-
rations and for each configuration two energy ranges are presented [109].
modules and the electronic container (Figure 3.26 left). Twenty horizontal
bars are fixed on a tower and they are separated vertically by 40 m.
2. Seawiet: The multi-PMT optical modules are fixed on string-like mechani-
cal structures (Figure 3.26 center).
3. Medusa: Three pair of optical modules are fixed on a storey forming a hor-
izontal equilateral triangle (Figure 3.26 right).
The KM3NET sensitivity for the neutrino point sources and the neutrino dif-
fuse flux are illustrated in figures 3.27 and 3.28 respectively.
In addition to neutrino astronomy, KM3NeT project will be a deep sea obser-
vatory to marine biology research, oceanography, environmental sciences and it is
a part of the European Strategic Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI).
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Figure 3.25: kM3NeT detector different designs.
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Figure 3.26: The three designs options for KM3NeT lines. Left: The bar has a horizontal
extension of 6 m and includes optical modules and an electronics container. Middle: The string
has a storey composed of a single multi-PMT optical module. Right: The triangle has 6 optical
modules arranged in pairs, placed at a distance of 1.1 m from the center.
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Figure 3.27: KM3NeT sensitivity for the neutrino point sources with an E−2 energy spectrum
(1 year using binned analysis method). The red solid line indicates the flux sensitivity (90% CL)
and the dashed red line shows the discovery flux (5σ with 50% probability). The black solid line
is IceCube’s flux sensitivity (90% CL for 1 year using unbinned method [111]). The shaded band
is IceCube’s discovery flux (5σ with 50% probability). The positions of Galactic γ-ray sources
[112] are shown by the red thicks below the horizontal axis, where the blue star is the Galactic
Center.
Figure 3.28: The sensitivity of neutrino diffuse flux of the KM3NeT neutrino telescope (1 year),
Waxman-Bahcall limit [75], AMANDA [113, 114], ANTARES [115] and IceCube [116].
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Chapter 4
Absolute pointing of the ANTARES
telescope using the acoustic
positioning system
The aim of this chapter is to study the pointing (the orientation) of the ANTARES
telescope with respect to the sky using the ANTARES acoustic positioning sys-
tem, as well as to estimate the uncertainty on the telescope pointing in order to
calculate the error on the high energy cosmic neutrinos directions emitted by the
point sources and the effect of this uncertainty on the discovery power of cosmic
neutrinos.
The acoustic positioning system and the devices used in this analysis are pre-
sented in Section 4.1. The absolute referential and the pointing of the telescope
are defined in sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. One of the main parameters in this
study is the sound velocity which is discussed in Section 4.4. It is used to convert
the propagation time of acoustic waves to “acoustic distances”. The algorithm
used to triangulate these distances is detailed in Section 4.5. In sections 4.6 and
4.7, the study of the telescope pointing is illustrated by two acoustic positioning
systems evaluating the systematic errors (on the sound velocity, on the acoustic
time measurements, ...). In Section 4.8, the uncertainty on the hydrophones rela-
tive positions estimated with the acoustic positioning system is shown.
4.1 Acoustic positioning system
The lines of the ANTARES detector are flexible and they are fixed only from
the bottom thanks to their anchor bases. Therefore, the shape of these lines and
the carried optical modules positions change continuously because of sea current
(Figure 4.1). A current velocity of 0.25 m/s can shift horizontally the top storey
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Figure 4.1: Sea current velocity (left) and direction (right) in ANTARES from February to
November 2007. The direction is defined from North (0◦) to East (90◦).
of the line (Storey 25) by ∼ 25 m. The precise knowledge of the positions of
optical modules is mandatory, because they are used as 3D geometric points in
the reconstruction of the muon track. In order to have a good measurement of the
detector geometry at any time, an acoustic positioning system is used to determine
the geometry of the detector, and therefore the positions of the optical modules as
a function of time.
The principle of the acoustic positioning system is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Measuring the emission and the reception time of acoustic waves between emitters
attached to every line anchor and receivers distributed all over the detector and
knowing the speed of sound in the medium, distances between these devices are
computed. These distances are triangulated in order to determine the positions
of the acoustic receivers (hydrophones) with respect to the Relative Referential
which is defined by the relative positions of the lines anchors with respect to each
other.
The positions of the optical modules are then derived from the reconstruction
of the detector lines shape based on the knowledge of the hydrophones positions as
well as local tilts and orientation of the storeys form a set of tiltmeter-compasses1.
The acoustic positioning system is also used to define the orientation of the
telescope (telescope pointing) with respect to the sky i.e. to find the direction of
the muon track in the Absolute Referential which is the astronomic referential
presented by the Equatorial or the Galactic coordinate systems. The lines anchors
positions are measured by acoustic waves from a boat which is located by the Dif-
ferential Global Positioning System2 (DGPS) network (Section 4.6). This system
is used because of the presence of the ANTARES telescope at a depth of 2475 m
1The tiltmeter and the compass are devices to measure inclination and orientation respectively.
2The Differential GPS network is an improvement of the GPS system. A fixed network of
stations on Earth corrects the position of the boat measured by the GPS satellites.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the acoustic distances measured between the emitters and receivers of two
detector lines.
in the seawater which makes ANTARES directly invisible to the DGPS network.
The acoustic positioning system is composed of two subsystems HFLBL and
LFLBL presented in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 respectively.
4.1.1 High Frequency Long BaseLine (HFLBL) acoustic posi-
tioning system
The High Frequency Long BaseLine (HFLBL) acoustic positioning system uses
high frequency devices where the wave band spreads over 40 to 65 kHz. This
system is used to measure “short acoustic distances” (up to ∼ 700 m) i.e. the dis-
tances between different devices in the detector to determine the positions of the
optical modules and therefore the muon track direction in the Relative Referential.
The functioning of this system is explained in Section 4.1.2. The devices used in
this system are:
• Acoustic emitter-receiver module (RxTx): The RxTxs (transducers) are
fixed on the top of the Bottom String Socket (BSS) of the 12 lines and on
the instrumentation line IL-07. Since the BSS is fixed on Earth, the RxTxs
are considered fixed. The altitude of the RxTxs is 3.6 m above the sea bed.
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• Acoustic receiver module (Rx): 60 Rxs (hydrophones) are fixed all over the
entire detector, five Rxs along one line. The altitude of these Rxs are given
in Table 4.1.
• Pyramid: The pyramid is used as an additional fixed high frequency acoustic
beacon (transponder) placed on the sea ground near the detector (∼ 200 m
from the center of the detector). It sends back an acoustic signal when trig-
gered by a specific frequency. The process of alimentation is autonomous
thanks to the presence of a battery that lasts for couple of years. The pyra-
mids are mainly used to position the first lines in the early stage of the
construction of the detector. In this study, only one pyramid is used.
Rx Storey Altitude (m)
Rx-1 1 100
Rx-2 8 201
Rx-3 14 289
Rx-4 20 376
Rx-5 25 448
Table 4.1: Altitudes of the Rx hydrophones installed on every line.
4.1.2 Functioning of the HFLBL system
The HFLBL is a system that functions by successive emission of acoustic waves
between the 12 lines, the IL-07, and the pyramid. This process repeats itself ev-
ery 2 minutes and it is called “Acoustic Positioning Cycle”. The cycle starts by
broadcasting a command, from the Master Clock, called “Acoustic Slow Synchro-
nization” which starts the Acoustic Positioning Cycle. The Acoustic Positioning
Cycle is split into 14 Acoustic Fast Synchronization signals which trigger the suc-
cessive emission of all RxTx transducers in turn as well as the measurement of
the acoustic signal propagation time by the receivers. The first acoustic signal is
emitted by RxTx-1 and received by the other RxTxs and Rxs, followed by the sec-
ond acoustic signal emitted by RxTx-2 and so on (Figure 4.3). The consecutive
acoustic signals have different frequencies in order to avoid interference between
the acoustic waves.
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of the HFLBL acoustic positioning system emission cycle. The North-East
(South-West) arrows represent the emission (reception) of the acoustic waves. F1, F2, F3 and F4
are different values of acoustic frequencies.
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4.1.3 Low Frequency Long BaseLine (LFLBL) acoustic posi-
tioning system
The Low Frequency Long BaseLine (LFLBL) acoustic positioning system is used
to measure “long acoustic distances” (up to ∼ 6000 m) like the distances between
the boat from the sea surface and the detector. The LFLBL system devices use an
acoustic band between 8.5 to 16 kHz and they are:
• BSS’s transponder: Apart of the High Frequency (HF) transducer, a Low
Frequency (LF) transponder is fixed on the BSS in order to locate the posi-
tion of the line anchor from the surface of water. This device, running on
battery, is used to position the line during its deployment by the boat.
• Reference Beacon (RB): To measure the absolute positions of the lines an-
chors from the boat, five transponders RB-i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 5) are fixed at
distances of several hundreds of meters from the center of the detector (Fig-
ure 4.6). Their positions are accurately measured (. 1 m) by acoustic trian-
gulation from a boat positioned by DGPS network as explained in Section
4.6.1.
The advantage of this system is the capability to perform long distance mea-
surements. However, these measurements are less accurate than the ones of the
HFLBL system because of the relatively large wavelengths.
4.2 Absolute referential
The coordinate system used to define the absolute positions of the lines anchors
is the geographic coordinate system called “World Geographic System 1984”
(WGS84). This system considers the Earth as an ellipsoid (geodesic dome) the
center of which is located at the center of mass of the Earth with an error esti-
mated to be less than ∼ 2 cm [117]. In addition to the usual coordinates (latitude,
longitude), the position of a point P on the Earth’s surface can also be defined in
the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system which is a metric
coordinate system based on a local projection of the Earth on a cylinder tangential
to the globe at the Equator and oriented towards the poles. The x coordinate is the
eastward-measured distance on the surface of Earth from the meridian of origin
of the zone to the point P, called Easting. The y coordinate, called Northing, is
equal to the length of the geodesic3 going from the Earth’s Equator to the point P
in the North direction.
3The geodesic is the shortest path between two points in a given space.
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Figure 4.4: The 1.93◦ angular difference between the Geographic North and the UTM Northing
at the ANTARES site [118].
The WGS84 consists from 60 zones of 6◦ wide centered on each reference
meridian. The ANTARES telescope is present in zone 32 of UTM referential with
the coordinates x ≈ 260000 m and y ≈ 4740000 m. The UTM projection (pro-
jection of an ellipsoid on a cylinder) leads to a rotation between the Geographic
North and the UTM Northing (Figure 4.4) except on the reference meridian of the
UTM zone. In the ANTARES site, this angle is equal to 1.93◦ [118].
4.3 Pointing of the telescope
Projecting all astrophysical bodies on a spherical surface where the center is the
Earth’s center, the Universe can be presented by a two dimensional (2D) space.
In this chapter, two different spherical spaces are defined: the global and the local
spaces. Both spaces are related by a transformation depending on time. The
global space is fixed relatively to the astrophysical bodies where their positions
are presented in Equatorial and Galactic coordinate systems. The local coordinate
system is defined by the fixed components of the telescope with respect to the
Earth.
Since both spaces are 2D spherical spaces, at time t, two points (two directions
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in 3D space) are needed to define this transformation knowing their coordinates
in both spaces; these points are pi1−2 and pi1−3.
• pi1−2 is defined by the direction of the line going from RxTx-1 to RxTx-2
projected on the local space.
• pi1−3 is defined by the direction of the line going from RxTx-1 to RxTx-3
projected on the local space.
The choice of RxTx-1, RxTx-2 and RxTx-3 are valid since they are not collinear
in the 3D space and they are fixed with respect to the Earth.
The pointing of the telescope, at time t, is the calculation of the coordinates of
pi1−2 and pi1−3 in the global space at t. A specific algorithm is developed for this
object and the standard astronomical transformations are used as well.
4.4 Sound velocity
The measured parameter in the acoustic positioning system is the time of emission
and reception of acoustic waves. To compute “acoustic distances”, a knowledge
of the sound velocity in water is mandatory. In this propose, different devices are
installed all over the detector in order to measure in direct and in indirect ways
the variation of the velocity of sound as a function of time. The direct way is
to measure the acoustic signal round-trip time on a distance of 2 × 20 cm. The
indirect way consists of the measurement of the electrical Conductivity (C), the
Temperature (T) and the Pressure (P) of sea water to compute the water Salinity
(S), which is a function of C, T and P, then the Sound Velocity (SV), which is
dependent of P, T and S, using the Chen-Millero empiric equation (Appendix B)
commonly used by the oceanographic community [119]. The used devices are:
• SV-01, SV-07, SV-10, SV-13: Sound velocimeters of lines 1, 7, 10 and the
MILOM respectively.
• SVCTD-04: Sound velocimeter, electrical conductimeter, thermometer, and
pressure sensor of Line 4.
• CT-13 and CT-14: Electrical conductimeter and thermometer of theMILOM
and IL-07 respectively.
• CTD-14: Electrical conductimeter, thermometer and pressure sensor of IL-
07.
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Figure 4.5: Sound velocity in water as a function of depth measured by deploying a CTD sensor
from the surface (left). Sound velocity as a function of time at the level of SV-01 given by different
devices (right).
In the Mediterranean Sea at a depth more than 200 m (z < -200 m), the T and
the S are constant in first order, only the P increases linearly as a function of the
depth. The measurements show that also the SV increases linearly with the depth
(left plot of Figure 4.5) as it is given by Equation 4.1. At the surface of sea water,
the SV variation is not linear because of seasonal temperature variations.
vz = v0−Kc× (z− z0) (4.1)
where:
• vz is the sound velocity at depth z.
• v0 is the sound velocity at the depth z0, the depth of the velocimeter of Line
1, taken as a reference value.
v0 = 1547.02 m/s
z0 = -2476.57 m
• Kc is a constant computed from the Chen-Millero formula, in agreement
with measurement presented in the left plot of Figure 4.5.
Kc = 0.0171 s
−1
The right plot of Figure 4.5 shows the direct and the indirect measurements
of the sound velocity obtained with the devices quoted above and translated at
the depth of SV-01 by using Formula 4.1 for comparison. These values are in
good agreement inside their uncertainty domains, except for few pathological in-
struments. The error on the SV values computed from C, T and P quantities by
the Chen-Millero equation is equal to about 20 cm/s. The precise systematic un-
certainty on the direct measurement given by the sound velocimeters is currently
under study.
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4.5 Triangulation
In the previous section, the sound velocity is computed in order to calculate the
acoustic distances using the measured time of emission and reception of acous-
tic waves. The triangulation of these distances leads to the determination of the
acoustic hydrophones positions, consequently, the determination of the positions
of the optical modules by the string shape reconstruction. More details about the
triangulation can be found in Reference [120].
Let’s consider N points Pi (i= 1,2, . . . ,N) in a 3D Euclidean space represent-
ing the acoustic emitters and receivers. At a given time t, the positions of these
N points is calculated by triangulating the acoustic distances. The distance be-
tween Pi and Pj is denoted by Di, j. This system of N points provides N
2 distances
that are equal to the number of the combinations of the points. However, only
N(N−1)/2 distances shown in Equation 4.2 are useful for triangulation because
of the definition of the metric space which is given by:
• ∀i ∈ N, Di,i = 0 (identity of indiscernible).
• ∀i, j ∈ N, Di, j = D j,i (symmetry).
• ∀i, j,k ∈ N, Di,k ≤ Di, j+D j,k (triangle inequality).
The first property rejectsN null distances that are between the points and them-
selves, while the second property divides the number of non-null distances by two
(Equation 4.2).
D=

− D1,2 . . . . . . D1,N
− − D2,3 . . . D2,N
− − − . . . ...
− − − − DN−1,N
− − − − −
 (4.2)
Using only information on the distances leads to an infinite number of solu-
tions, therefore an acoustic coordinate system is defined to converge to a unique
solution as it is shown in the following section.
4.5.1 Acoustic coordinate system
The acoustic coordinate system is defined by the following three points:
• P1: P1 is the origin of the referential frame.
• P2:~i= λ
−−→
P1P2, ∀λ ∈ R+. Where~i is the unity vector of x axis.
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• P3: P3 is used to define the xP1y plane (P3 ∈ xP1y). It is chosen to be non-
linear with P1 and P2.
The unit vector~k is chosen to be vertical and oriented from the bottom to the
top (~k = λ
−→
P1z, ∀λ ∈ R+).
In a 3D Euclidean space, each point Pi is presented by xi,yi,zi, therefore, the
system has 3N free parameters. However, the definition of the acoustic coordinate
system by the three points P1, P2 and P3 leads to six constraints represented in
Equation 4.3. Therefore, the number of the unknown parameters is decreased to
3N−6.
x1 = 0 y2 = 0
y1 = 0 z2 = 0
z1 = 0 z3 = 0
(4.3)
The coordinates of Pi and Pj are related to the distance Di, j by the following
equation: (
xi− x j
)2
+
(
yi− y j
)2
+
(
zi− z j
)2
= D2i, j (4.4)
The number of these relations (Equation 4.4) is equal to N(N−1)/2 which is
the number of the different distances. Therefore, to compute the 3N−6 unknown
parameters at least five points are needed.
In the rest of this chapter, the position vector of the point Pi is denoted by ~Pi
instead of
−−→
P1Pi.
4.5.2 Three main steps for triangulation
The particular subsystem constructed from P1, P2 and P3 has nine parameters (the
coordinates of the three points). These nine parameters are defined by the six con-
straints given in Equation 4.3 and the three distances D1,2, D1,3 and D2,3 relations
given by Equation 4.4. For this reason, the triangulation of N points system is
done with three main steps:
1. Triangulation of the subsystem by computing the coordinates of P1, P2 and
P3 to define the acoustic coordinates system. The solution of this subsystem
is given by the following equations:
x1 = 0 x2 = D1,2 x3 =
(
D21,3+D
2
1,2−D22,3
)
/(2×D1,2)
y1 = 0 y2 = 0 y3 = ε3
√
D21,3− x23
z1 = 0 z2 = 0 z3 = 0
(4.5)
with ε3 = Signe
((
~P2∧ ~P3
)
·~k
)
, i.e. ε3 =±1.
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2. Triangulation of the points Pi (i= 4, · · · ,N) based on the coordinates of P1,
P2 and P3 and the distances between the point Pi and these three points. At
this step, the points are triangulated point by point using the distances D1,i,
D2,i and D3,i to find xi, yi and zi given by:
xi =
(
D21,i−D22,i+ x22
)
/(2× x2)
yi =
(
D21,i−D23,i+ x23+ y23−2× x3× xi
)
/(2× y3)
zi = εi
√
D21,i− x2i − y2i
(4.6)
with εi = ε3×Signe
((
~P2∧~P3
)
·~Pi
)
, i.e. ε3 =±1.
3. In the final step, the positions of the N points are optimized using all the
distances and Equation 4.4 by iterative way explained in the next section.
4.5.3 Optimization of points positions
The measured distances having uncertainties, the algorithm finds a pseudo solu-
tion computed by recurrence. The fact that the positions found in the iteration
number n are a linear combination of the positions obtained in iteration number
n−1, the recurrence can be represented as a matrix. This algorithm is explained
briefly in Section 4.5.3.2 after a mathematical reminder in Section 4.5.3.1. More
details can be found in references [121, 122].
4.5.3.1 Singular value decomposition
Let A be a matrix (n×m) with n ≤ m. A can be given by a product of three
matrices as shown in the following Equation:
A=U ·W ·V T (4.7)
where:
• U is an orthogonal (n×n) matrix.
• W is a diagonal (n×n) matrix.
• V is (m×n) matrix where the column vectors build an orthonormal system.
Let’s define the matrix W˜−1 by:{
W˜−1i j = 0 if i 6= j orW−1i j = 0
W˜−1i j = W
−1
i j otherwise
(4.8)
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The pseudo-inverse of A, denoted by A˜−1, is given by the following equation:
A˜−1 =V ·W˜−1 ·UT (4.9)
Let’s consider the system A ·X = Bwhere X is unknown. It is possible that this
system does not have a solution. In this case, the singular value decomposition of
A can lead to a pseudo-solution X˜ given by X˜ = A˜−1 ·B minimizing |A ·X−B| by
square minimization approach.
4.5.3.2 Definition of the recurrence relation
In iteration number n, the coordinates of Pi are denoted by (x
(n)
i ,y
(n)
i ,z
(n)
i ) where
the initial iteration n = 0 represents the positions given by the step 2 (Section
4.5.2). For each indices (i, j), an equation of the nth iteration is associated. This
equation is obtained by linearization of neighbourhood positions of the (n− 1)th
iteration given by the following equation:
1
Di, j×σi, j
(
~P
(n)
i −~P(n)j
)(
~P
(n−1)
i −~P(n−1)j
)
=
1
2×Di, j×σi, j
(
D2i, j+
(
~P
(n−1)
i −~P(n−1)j
)2)
(4.10)
The matrices X (n), A(n) and B(n) in equation A(n) ·X (n) = B(n) of iteration n are
represented by equations 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 respectively.
X (n) =

x
(n)
1
y
(n)
1
z
(n)
1
...
x
(n)
N
y
(n)
N
z
(n)
N

(4.11)
A
(n)
(i, j),k
=
1
Di, j×σi, j
(
δ jk−δik
)(
u
(n−1)
j,m −u(n−1)i,m
)
(4.12)
where:
• σi, j is a weight presenting the reliability of the measured Di, j.
• δi j is the Kro¨enecker symbol
4.
4δi j = 1 if i= j and δi j = 0 if i 6= j.
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• (u
(n−1)
i,1 ,u
(n−1)
i,2 u
(n−1)
i,3 ) corresponds to (x
(n−1)
i ,y
(n−1)
i ,z
(n−1)
i ).
The matrix A has N(N−1)/2 lines (equations number) and 3N columns (pa-
rameters number).
B
(n)
(i, j)
=
1
2×Di, j×σi, j
(
D2i, j+
(
~P
(n−1)
i −~P(n−1)j
)2)
(4.13)
The pseudo solution is given by the following equation:
X˜ (n) = A˜−1
(
X (n−1)
)
·B
(
X (n−1),D
)
(4.14)
The convergence of the algorithm is based on the study of the norm of the
vector |X˜ (n)− X˜ (n−1)|. The pertinence of the solution is evaluated by the χ2(n)
factor presented in the following equation:
χ2(n) = |A(n) · X˜ (n)−B(n)|2 (4.15)
4.6 Absolute pointing by the DGPS network and the
LFLBL acoustic positioning system
As mentioned before, ANTARES is directly invisible to the DGPS network being
at the depth of 2475 m from the sea level. To point the telescope (to find its
orientation) in the sky, the LFLBL acoustic system is used in addition to the DGPS
network, a boat, the RBs and the telescope itself.
4.6.1 RB absolute position measurement
The absolute positions of the five RBs are computed using the boat and the DGPS
network. The DGPS network is used to determine the position of the boat. The
measuring system measures the distances between the boat and each RB by LF
acoustic waves. The boat changes its position many times, with every change,
the distances between the boat and the RBs are measured. These distances are
triangulated to locate the absolute position of each RB (Table 4.2) [123]. Figure
4.6 shows the positions of RBs with respect to the detector lines.
4.6.2 BSS absolute position measurement by the LFLBL sys-
tem
After the measurement of the RBs absolute positions, the DGPS network is not
used anymore. The position of each BSS is measured by two steps:
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Name x RB (m) y RB (m) z RB (m)
RB 01 8837 3296 -2460
RB 02 8067 0714 -2454
RB 03 7219 1959 -2439
RB 04 9028 1674 -2465
RB 05 7146 3385 -2456
Table 4.2: The absolute positions of RBs in UTM coordinates. Easting = x = 26**** and
Northing = y = 474**** (where the stars, *, should be replaced by the values of x and y given in
the table).
Figure 4.6: The absolute positions of the detector lines, the IL-07, the Pyramid and the RBs in
UTM coordinates. Easting = x = 26**** m and Northing = y = 474**** m (where the stars, *,
should be replaced by the values of x and y given in the plots). The right plot is a zoom of the left
plot with the lines number.
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1. Determination of the position of the boat: The distances between the boat
and the five RBs are calculated using LF acoustic waves (Distance 3 in
Figure 4.7). Triangulating these distances, the position of the boat is found.
A quality check is anyway performed by comparing this acoustic position
to the DGPS position of the boat.
2. Determination of the position of each BSS: In order to determine the posi-
tion of each BSS, five sub-steps are applied:
(a) LF acoustic signal is emitted by the boat; this signal triggers the transpon-
der of each BSS.
(b) The transponder responds by emitting LF waves of different frequency
which trigger the boat receiver and the RBs. At this point, the distance
between the boat and the BSS is calculated (Distance 1 in Figure 4.7).
(c) The RBs being triggered, in their turn, emit different LF waves and
trigger the boat receiver. The reception of these waves by the boat
leads to calculate the distance Distance 1 + Distance 2 + Distance 3
(Figure 4.7).
(d) Knowing the Distance 3 from the Step 1 and Distance 1 from Step 2
(b), Distance 2 is concluded.
(e) Triangulating distances 1 and 2, the position of each BSS is calculated.
4.6.3 Pointing by the LFLBL system
In the previous section, the measurement of the BSS absolute position by the
LFLBL system is explained. To calculate each RxTx transducer position, the
geometry of the BSS is used as well as its orientation. The BSS geometry is
measured before the lines deployment. The orientation of the BSS on the sea
bed is measured during the line connection operation by using the compass of the
submarine. The resulting positions of the RxTx transducers given by this system
are presented in Table 4.3. As it is explained in Section 4.3, using the positions of
RxTx-1, RxTx-2 and RxTx-3, the coordinates of pi1−2 and pi1−3 are calculated and
they are given in Table 4.4 for January the first, 2007 at 12h00′00′′. Figures 4.8
and 4.9 show the skymap of both points in the Equatorial and Galactic coordinates
systems respectively.
4.6.4 Pointing uncertainty of the LFLBL system
The uncertainty on the pointing is estimated by Monte-Carlo technique simulating
Nsim = 10000 detectors. Each detector has different positions of transducers and
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the distances that will lead to the measurement of the
absolute positions of the BSSs by LFLBL acoustic positioning system. Distance 1 represents the
distance between the boat and the BSS, Distance 2 is the distance between the BSS and the RB
and Distance 3 is the distance between the boat and the RB.
Name x RxTx y RxTx z RxTx σx σy σz
Line 01 8221.22 2481.33 -2474.39 1.00 0.80 0.60
Line 02 8294.79 2442.20 -2473.64 0.50 0.70 0.40
Line 03 8207.68 2423.42 -2474.51 0.90 1.00 0.50
Line 04 8264.96 2395.56 -2474.19 0.80 0.60 0.70
Line 05 8159.17 2462.50 -2473.08 0.70 1.00 0.50
Line 06 8311.47 2370.37 -2473.53 0.70 0.70 1.50
Line 07 8182.14 2369.41 -2474.08 0.70 1.00 1.60
Line 08 8230.60 2346.77 -2474.28 0.80 0.70 0.70
Line 09 8120.50 2393.56 -2474.37 0.80 0.60 0.40
Line 10 8279.04 2306.05 -2473.73 0.50 1.10 0.30
Line 11 8140.89 2326.98 -2474.69 0.80 1.10 0.60
Line 12 8206.81 2285.66 -2474.38 0.60 0.70 0.40
MILOM 8275.75 2504.21 -2474.09 0.70 0.70 0.60
Pyramid 8331.90 2557.80 -2473.13 0.60 0.70 0.70
Table 4.3: The positions of the RxTxs measured by LFLBL and the uncertainty of the system.
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Point r.a. δ l b
pi1−2 23h52′15′′ −18◦29′06′′ 62.239◦ −73.876◦
pi1−3 18h01′53′′ −46◦08′33′′ 346.577◦ −11.333◦
Table 4.4: The coordinates of pi1−2 and pi1−3 in the Equatorial and the Galactic coordinates in
January first, 2007 at 12h00′00′′.
Figure 4.8: pi1−2 and pi1−3 in the Equatorial coordinates in January the first, 2007 at 12h00′00′′.
Figure 4.9: pi1−2 and pi1−3 in the Galactic coordinates in January the first, 2007 at 12h00′00′′.
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transponder. The generated positions are represented by the matrix P given in the
following equation:
P=

p11 p
1
2 · · · p1Nsim
p21 p
2
2 · · · p2Nsim
...
...
...
...
p141 p
14
2 · · · p14Nsim
 (4.16)
where the superscript index refers to the 12 lines, the IL-07 and the pyramid
respectively. The subscript index refers to the Nsim simulated detectors.
These detectors are simulated in a way so they form, for a given transducer
(transponder), a 2D Gaussian distribution ofNsim simulated transducers (transpon-
ders) positions in the horizontal plane and a 1D distribution in the vertical di-
rection. In other words, for a given i, the distribution of the points pij, j =
1,2, · · · ,Nsim is a 2D (1D) horizontal (vertical) Gaussian. The mean values of
the Gaussians are the positions measured by the LFLBL system and the RMSs
represent their positions uncertainties (Table 4.3).
Fixing both indices m and n, m 6= n, m and n ∈ {1,2, · · · ,14}, the relative an-
gular distribution of the Nsim directions made by the two points p
m
j and p
n
j with
j= 1,2, · · · ,Nsim represents the pointing variation in this particular m-n direction.
This angular distribution is a Gaussian where the RMS is the 3D angular uncer-
tainty on the pointing in the particular m-n direction. Figure 4.10 shows the RMSs
of the 91 RxTxs combinations (1-2, 1-3, · · · , 2-3, 2-4, · · · , 13-14). For the rest of
this chapter, the pointing uncertainty is calculated in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections due the difference of the system feature in both directions (Figure 4.11).
These two uncertainties are calculated the same way as the 3D value but with pro-
jecting the m-n directions in the horizontal plane and the vertical direction. Figure
4.11 shows that in some directions the pointing uncertainty is equal to 1.3◦ and
1.9◦ in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
For different values of m and n, the uncertainty on the pointing as defined
above is not the same (Figure 4.11), the reason for that is the weak “rigidity”
of the detector. For a given m and n, the distances between pmj and p
n
j for j =
1,2, · · · ,Nsim are different because of the random generation of the pij positions.
For the 91 combinations of the RxTxs, Figure 4.12 shows the RMS of the distri-
bution of the distance between pmj and p
n
j . It should be stressed that rigidity, in
this paragraph, does not refer to the real detector but to the detector reconstructed
by the acoustic distances.
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Figure 4.10: The RMSs of the 3D angular distributions of the different combinations of lines.
Figure 4.11: The RMSs of the horizontal (left) and the vertical (right) angular distributions of
the different combinations of lines.
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Figure 4.12: The RMS of the distances distributions of the different combinations of lines.
4.6.5 Uncertainty recalculation of the BSS position
This step is an intermediate step between the pointing calculations with the LFLBL
and HFLBL systems.
In addition to the LFLBL system, two more independent information are used
to decrease the uncertainties on the z coordinates of the transducers and the transpon-
der:
• The pressure measured by the pressure sensor fixed on the submarine at the
time of the line connection. It allows to measure the relative depth of the
BSSs with an accuracy of ∼ 10 cm.
• The triangulated positions of all Rxs of the same line when the sea current
velocity is small i.e. the lines are almost vertical. This technique looks to
the line inclination obtained by triangulation when changing the depth of
few RxTxs.
This additional information does not lead to more accurate absolute depth
value. However, it is efficient for the relative depth measurement. In fact, the
translational movement does not affect the absolute pointing; only the rotational
movement does.
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Name z RxTx by LFLBL (m) z RxTx by LFLBL ∆z (m)
+ pressure + HF distances (m)
Line 01 -2474.39 -2474.38 0.01
Line 02 -2473.64 -2474.45 0.81
Line 03 -2474.51 -2474.49 0.02
Line 04 -2474.19 -2474.47 0.28
Line 05 -2473.08 -2474.45 1.37
Line 06 -2473.53 -2474.39 0.86
Line 07 -2474.08 -2474.61 0.53
Line 08 -2474.28 -2474.52 0.24
Line 09 -2474.37 -2474.62 0.25
Line 10 -2473.73 -2474.16 0.43
Line 11 -2474.69 -2474.26 0.43
Line 12 -2474.38 -2474.06 0.32
IL-07 -2474.09 -2474.27 0.18
Pyramid -2473.13 -2472.84 0.29
Table 4.5: The z coordinates of the RxTxs measured by LFLBL and by LFLBL + pressure data
+ HF distances. The difference between both values is also shown.
Figure 4.13: The RMSs of the vertical angular distributions of the different combinations of
lines.
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The new z coordinates of the RxTxs are given in Table 4.5. The uncertainties
on the new relative z coordinates are estimated to be ∼ 0.1 m.
Figure 4.13 shows the improvement of the pointing in the vertical direction
from 1.9◦ to less than 0.15◦.
4.7 Absolute pointing by the HFLBL acoustic posi-
tioning system
In this section, the telescope pointing is recalculated by triangulating the HF
acoustic distances. The new uncertainty values of the telescope pointing are dis-
cussed studying the systematic uncertainties on the HF distances, the BSS posi-
tions, the sound velocity and the choice of the Rx hydrophone for the triangula-
tion.
4.7.1 Telescope pointing by the HFLBL system
The positions of the RxTxs, shown in Table 4.3 for x and y and Table 4.5 for
z, are now recalculated in Table 4.6 by triangulating the measured HF distances
(the real acoustic data). The difference between the coordinates of the positions,
before and after triangulation, is around 1 m as it is shown in Table 4.6 which is
in a good agreement with the expected precision of the LFLBL system.
Using the new positions of RxTx-1, RxTx-2 and RxTx-3, the new coordinates
of pi1−2 and pi1−3 are calculated so as the angle between the old and the new pi1−2
and pi1−3. The results are presented in Table 4.7.
The triangulation by the HF acoustic distances shifts pi1−2 and pi1−3 by 1.020◦
and 0.679◦ respectively. These values agree with the pointing uncertainties calcu-
lated by the LFLBL system in Section 4.6.4.
4.7.2 Telescope pointing uncertainty using the HFLBL system
The uncertainty on the telescope pointing, here, is calculated with the same way
as in Section 4.6.4 but after triangulating the Nsim simulated detectors using HF
acoustic distances. To visualize the variation of the simulated positions of the
RxTxs and the orientation modification of the simulated detectors, Figure 4.14
represents an example of a detector with three lines. The figure on the left shows
the positions of the RxTxs (with the LFLBL system errors) and the simulated three
detectors as it is explained in Section 4.6.4 while the figure on the right shows
the positions of the RxTxs after the triangulation of the HF acoustic distances.
Figure 4.14 shows the decrease of the uncertainty on the RxTx positions using the
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RxTx x RxTx (m) y RxTx (m) x RxTx (m) y RxTx (m) ∆x (m) ∆y (m)
before before after after
Line 1 8221.22 2481.33 8222.17 2480.66 0.95 0.67
Line 2 8294.79 2442.20 8295.23 2443.18 0.44 0.98
Line 3 8207.68 2423.42 8208.00 2423.14 0.32 0.28
Line 4 8264.96 2395.56 8264.02 2395.12 0.94 0.44
Line 5 8159.17 2462.50 8159.28 2463.82 0.11 1.32
Line 6 8311.47 2370.37 8311.82 2371.06 0.35 0.69
Line 7 8182.14 2369.41 8181.86 2368.64 0.28 0.77
Line 8 8230.60 2346.77 8230.10 2346.72 0.50 0.05
Line 9 8120.50 2393.56 8119.96 2394.03 0.54 0.47
Line 10 8279.04 2306.05 8279.73 2306.16 0.69 0.11
Line 11 8140.89 2326.98 8141.01 2326.54 0.12 0.44
Line 12 8206.81 2285.66 8206.53 2284.92 0.28 0.74
IL-07 8275.75 2504.21 8276.03 2505.01 0.28 0.80
Pyramid 8331.90 2557.80 8331.19 2556.82 0.71 0.98
Table 4.6: The x and y coordinates of the RxTxs measured by the LFLBL and HFLBL systems
and the difference between their positions before and after HF acoustic distances triangulation.
Point r.a. δ l b ∆Ω
pi1−2 23h56′29′′ −18◦17′53′′ 64.974◦ −74.574◦ 1.020◦
pi1−3 17h58′04′′ −45◦59′20′′ 346.4◦ −10.677◦ 0.679◦
Table 4.7: The coordinates of pi1−2 and pi1−3 in the Equatorial and the Galactic coordinates in
January first, 2007 at 12h00′00′′ after the triangulation of the HF acoustic distances. The difference
between the coordinates before and after triangulation is shown.
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Figure 4.14: An example of three simulated detectors with 3 lines without and with the HF
acoustic distances triangulation in the left and in the right plots respectively. The red triangles
are the RxTxs positions given by the LFLBL system. The red circles present the errors on the
RxTxs positions due to the LFLBL acoustic system. The blue circles are defined by the trian-
gulated positions where the blue triangles are the center of gravity of the triangulated positions
distributions.
HFLBL system. The RMSs of the angular distributions of the directions made by
the points pmj and p
n
j with m 6= n and j = 1,2, · · · ,Nsim are smaller, too.
For the 12-line detector, the decrease of the RxTxs positions uncertainty is pre-
sented by the distributions in the horizontal plane of the simulated points before
and after the triangulation shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. Figure 4.17
shows, in red, the distributions of the distances between the RxTxs positions mea-
sured by the LFLBL system (Gaussian center) and the generated positions before
the triangulation of the HF distances. It shows also, in blue, the distributions of
the distances between the triangulated positions and their center of gravity. Like
the previous plots, these distributions illustrate the decrease of the uncertainties
on the RxTxs positions.
The new uncertainties are equal to σhorizontal = 0.126
◦ and σvertical = 0.024◦±
0.004◦. The error ±0.004◦ is due to the rigidity of the detector.
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Figure 4.15: The positions distributions of the generated points in the horizontal plane before the HF distances triangulation.
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Figure 4.16: The positions distributions of the generated points in the horizontal plane after the HF distances triangulation.
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Figure 4.17: The two plots on the top present the distances between the generated points and
their gravity center in the horizontal plane (left) and 3D space (right) before and after the HF
acoustic distances triangulation. The three bottom plots present the projections of the generated
points on the x axis (left), y axis (middle) and z axis (right).
4.7.3 Systematic uncertainties
Four sources of systematic uncertainties are studied: the uncertainty on the mea-
sured acoustic distance between the acoustic emitter and receiver, the errors on the
RxTxs positions measured by the LFLBL system, the uncertainty on the sound ve-
locity and the choice of the Rx used for the HF distances triangulation.
4.7.3.1 Uncertainty on the measured acoustic distance between the acoustic
emitter and receiver
The uncertainty on the measured HF acoustic distance between the emitter and
receiver is due to the time error of the emission and the reception of the acoustic
wave. This uncertainty is measured in the laboratory by setting the transmitter and
the receiver one beside the other in order to have a zero distance. Measuring many
times and with different transmitters and receivers, the average time difference
between the measured values and the real values, taking in account the intrinsic
time delay of the devices, is equivalent to a distance of 3 cm.
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Figure 4.18: The horizontal (left) and the vertical (right) angular distributions for the directions
joining Nsim positions of Line 1 and Line 3. Both distributions are fitted by Gaussian function.
The effect of the measured HF distances uncertainty on the pointing uncer-
tainty is studied by smearing the HF distances by a Gaussian with RMS value
equal to 3 cm before triangulation. The new pointing uncertainty is σhorizontal =
0.127±0.002◦ and σvertical = 0.035◦±0.020◦. The errors on these values are due
to the rigidity of the detector. Figure 4.18 shows the distributions of the directions
made by the points pmj and p
n
j with m= 1,n= 3 and j = 1,2, · · · ,Nsim.
The variation of the detector pointing uncertainty is studied increasing the
error on the HF acoustic distances from 3 cm to 10 cm. Figure 4.19 shows that
this variation is linear.
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Figure 4.19: The uncertainty on the pointing in the horizontal (red) and vertical (blue) directions
as a function of the HF acoustic distances error. The uncertainty on the pointing uncertainty
(dashed region in the plot) is due to the rigidity of the detector.
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Figure 4.20: Top plot: HF acoustic distances calculated by the emission of RxTx-2 and the reception by RxTx-3 (2→ 3) and vice versa (3→ 2).
The black line represents the mean value. The bottom plot: sea current velocity projected in the direction of RxTx-2 and RxTx-3.
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4.7. Absolute pointing by the HFLBL acoustic positioning system
Figure 4.20 is an illustration of the acoustic distance between the RxTxs of
Line 2 and Line 3 for a period of time. It is calculated using the emission-reception
time of the HF acoustic waves in both directions i.e. the emission by RxTx-2 then
the reception by RxTx-3 (2→ 3) and vice versa (3→ 2).
The value of the distances 2→ 3 and 3→ 2, as a function of time, are symmet-
rical with respect to their mean value. The projection of the sea current velocity
on the direction made by both RxTxs, as a function of time, shows clear corre-
lation with one direction and anti-correlation with the other. In fact, when the
acoustic wave propagates in the same (inverse) direction as the sea current, it will
be faster (slower) than the propagation in a non-moving medium as it is illustrated
in Equation 4.17 (4.18).
v= v0+ vc (4.17)
v= v0− vc (4.18)
where vc is the sea current velocity and v0 (v) is the propagation velocity of
the acoustic waves in a non-moving (moving) medium. This velocity variation
increases / decreases the “real” distance by a factor of vc×∆t, where ∆t is the
emission-reception time.
In theory, the mean value of the distances of both directions, which does not
include the sea current effect, should be equal to v0×∆t (constant as a function
of time). The mean value in Figure 4.20 shows variations that do not fluctuate by
more than 3 cm which is the uncertainty on the HF acoustic distances.
4.7.3.2 Effect of the BSSs positions uncertainties given by the LFLBL sys-
tem on the pointing
Before the triangulation of the HF distances, the pointing uncertainty is recal-
culated changing the uncertainties on the BSSs positions given by the LFLBL
system. The 3 cm error discussed in the previous section is included. The error
on the telescope pointing increases linearly with the change of the BSS position
uncertainty in the horizontal and vertical directions (Figure 4.21).
The average uncertainty on the BSSs positions given by the LFLBL system is
equal to ∼ 0.8 m (bottom-left and bottom-center plots of Figure 4.17). The corre-
sponding pointing uncertainty agrees well, especially in the horizontal direction,
with the value estimated in the previous section. The small difference (within the
errors) in the vertical direction is due to the fact that in the previous section the
uncertainties on the x and y values of the BSSs are the real errors given in Table
4.3 but Figure 4.21 uses the average values.
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Figure 4.21: The pointing uncertainty as a function of the BSS position uncertainty in the
horizontal and the vertical directions. The uncertainty region in the plot presents the error on the
values due to the rigidity of the detector.
4.7.3.3 Uncertainty on the sound velocity
After the deployment of the ANTARES lines in the sea, the uncertainty on the
sound velocity is computed by measuring the emission of acoustic waves from
the RxTxs and their reception by the Rxs using the constraints on the length of the
cables. The length stretch by the tension from one side and the contraction from
the other side can result a variation estimated to be less than ∼ 6 cm, therefore,
the sound velocity uncertainty is estimated to be less than 0.2 m/s. This value is
equal to the error on the Chen-Millero equation.
The uncertainty on the sound velocity is taken into account by adding / re-
moving an offset on the distances equivalent to ± 0.2 m/s. The pointing of the
telescope is not affected by this offset (∆Ω < 0.001◦) and that is due to the fact
that the volume of the telescope increases /decreases without significant rotational
movements.
4.7.3.4 Check on the choice of the hydrophone
Being out of the RxTxs horizontal plane, the use of an Rx hydrophone for the
HF acoustic distances triangulation is mandatory to decrease the numerical error
on the algorithm output. For the analysis discussed above, the hydrophone Rx-5
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of Line 8 is used. The Line 8 being one of the four inner lines of the detector
(Figure 4.6), the study is repeated with the hydrophone Rx-5 of Line 10 (outer
line). Then, it is repeated again using the hydrophone Rx-2 of Line 8 to check
the altitude influence. For both changes, the variation of the pointing is negligible
(∆Ω < 0.001◦).
4.8 Relative uncertainty on the hydrophone position
In this section, the uncertainty on the Rx position in the relative referential is
studied. In addition to the compass and the tiltmeter data, the positions of the Rxs
are used to find the positions of the optical modules used in the reconstruction
algorithm of the muon tracks.
Monte-Carlo simulations are developed to generate 10000 detectors with fixed
positions of RxTxs. Including the uncertainty on the HF acoustic distances (Sec-
tion 4.7.3.1), the uncertainty on the relative positions of the Rx hydrophones is
estimated to be 6 cm in the horizontal plane and 1 cm in the vertical direction. As
shown in Section 4.7.3.3, the influence of the sound velocity systematic error is
estimated adding an offset of 0.2 m/s on the HF acoustic distances. The simula-
tions show that the uncertainty remains the same, however, the position of the Rx
is shifted vertically by a maximum of 6 cm.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, the absolute pointing of the ANTARES telescope and its uncer-
tainty are studied using the LFLBL and the HFLBL acoustic positioning systems.
Two directions, pi1−2 and pi1−3, are defined by the positions of RxTx1, RxTx2
and RxTx3. These directions point to r.a. = 23h56′29′′ , δ = −18◦17′53′′ and
r.a. = 17h58′04′′ , δ = −45◦59′20′′ respectively in January the first of 2007 at
12h00′00′′. The uncertainty on the absolute pointing is estimated using Monte-
Carlo simulations evaluating the systematic errors (on the sound velocity, on the
acoustic time measurements, ...). This uncertainty is estimated to be a Gaussian
with σhorizontal = 0.127
◦±0.002◦ and σvertical = 0.035◦±0.020◦ in the horizontal
and vertical directions respectively. The uncertainty on the positions of the acous-
tic receivers in the relative referential is studied as well. The error on the positions
of Rx hydrophones is about 6 cm.
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Chapter 5
Search for neutrino point sources in
the 2007 data using BBfit
In this chapter, the search of neutrino point sources in the ANTARES 2007 data,
with the 5-line detector configuration, using the BBfit reconstruction strategy is
presented. The search algorithm is based on an unbinned maximum-likelihood
ratio method.
In Section 5.1, the selected data and the Monte-Carlo simulations are de-
scribed. In Section 5.2, comparisons of data and Monte-Carlo distributions for
relevant parameters and for various cuts are performed. In sections 5.3 and 5.4,
the impact of these cuts on the effective area and the angular resolution is dis-
cussed. In Section 5.5, the unbinned maximum-likelihood ratio method used in
this analysis is presented. In Section 5.6, the candidate sources list and the all sky
search strategies are discussed. In Section 5.7, the preferred cuts which yield to
the best discovery potential and sensitivity are extracted. The study of the sys-
tematic uncertainties are discussed in Section 5.8. In Section 5.9, Monte-Carlo
skymaps resulting from the all sky search strategy are shown. Finally, in Section
5.10, the data results are presented.
5.1 Data and Monte-Carlo
The runs where the counting rate baseline (Section 3.2.7.2) is lower than 120 kHz
and where the burst fraction1 is lower than 0.4 are classified as silver runs. The
data sample is the 2007 silver runs (939 runs). The total livetime of the selected
runs is 167.7 active days (47.2 days for HighThreshold = 10 p.e. and 120.5 days
for HighThreshold = 3 p.e.) (Section 3.2.5). The events are triggered with the 3N
1The burst fraction is the fraction of the run period where the counting rate is 20% higher than
the baseline.
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filter. Due to a dead time present in the online trigger at that time, this is equivalent
to 139.7 active days (39.3 days for 10 p.e. and 100.4 days for 3 p.e.) [124]. The
Monte-Carlo simulations used in this study are described in Section 3.3.
All Monte-Carlo files are processed by TriggerEfficiency with the 3N trig-
ger. The non-Gaussian tails in the charge distribution of the background hits are
included. The ARS dependent L0 thresholds are also applied. The summary-of-
summaries files2, for 10 p.e. and 3 p.e., are used to simulate the background single
rates on the optical modules for the 10 p.e. and 3 p.e. periods respectively. The
neutrino and the muon events are reconstructed with BBfit v3r5.
5.2 Data and Monte-Carlo comparisons
The selection cuts are optimized to have the best discovery potential based on
the Monte-Carlo simulations assuming an E−2 energy spectrum for the signal
(Section 5.7). The definition of the discovery potential is given in Section 5.5.1.
The optimization is a trade-off between the effective area, the angular resolution
and the background rejection.
A minimum set of basic cuts is defined:
• more than five hits used in the BBfit track fit (nhit > 5).
• at least two lines used in the BBfit track fit (nline≥ 2).
• the zenith3, z, less than 90◦ (reconstructed as an up-going muon).
The following quantities are considered in the cut optimization:
• the tchi2, BBfit muon track fit quality parameter (the optimized value: tchi2≤
1.8 when z≤ 80◦ and tchi2≤ 1.4 when 80◦ < z≤ 90◦).
• the bchi2, BBfit bright point fit quality parameter (the optimized value:
bchi2≥ 2.2).
• the zenith z (the optimized value: z≤ 80◦ when tchi2≤ 1.8 and 80◦ < z≤
90◦ when tchi2≤ 1.4).
Figure 5.1 compares the data andMonte-Carlo distributions of tchi2 for bchi2≥
2.2 and z≤ 90◦. The atmospheric neutrino flux (Monte-Carlo) is 10% higher than
the data flux in the range of tchi2≤ 1.4.
2The summary-of-summaries files are extracted from the data to summarize the information
on the optical background and the dead channels.
3The zenith is the angle made by the reconstructed muon and the up-going vertical direction.
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Figure 5.1: tchi2 distribution for the data and Monte-Carlo (bchi2≥ 2.2 and z≤ 90◦).
Figure 5.2: bchi2 distribution for tchi2≤ 1.8 and z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
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Figure 5.3: bchi2 distribution for the optimized cuts (except bchi2).
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 compare the data and Monte-Carlo distributions of bchi2.
The motivation to cut on bchi2 is the rejection of the atmospheric muons at low
bchi2 values.
Figure 5.4: z distribution for z ≤ 80◦ and bchi2 ≥ 1.8 (left), z ≤ 90◦ and bchi2 ≥ 2.6 (right).
tchi2≤ 1.8 for both.
Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 compare the data and Monte-Carlo distribu-
tions of the zenith and the declination angles of the reconstructed tracks. In the
right plot of Figure 5.4, the zenith bin 80◦ < z ≤ 90◦ suffers from a large con-
tamination of badly reconstructed down-going muons. Consequently, for events
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Figure 5.5: Declination distribution for z≤ 80◦ and bchi2≥ 1.8 (left), z≤ 90◦ and bchi2≥ 2.6
(right). tchi2≤ 1.8 for both.
Figure 5.6: z distribution for the optimized cuts.
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Figure 5.7: z distribution for tchi2≤ 1.8 and bchi2≥ 2.2.
Figure 5.8: Declination distribution for the optimized cuts.
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Figure 5.9: Number of hits (left) and lines (right) used in the reconstruction for the optimized
cuts.
in this bin a harder cut on tchi2 is applied. The excess of muons in the zenith bin
70◦ < z≤ 80◦, in the left plot of Figure 5.4, decreases applying a harder bchi2 cut
(Figure 5.6). The absence of the events at high declinations in figures 5.5 and 5.8
is due to the telescope visibility (Section 5.3).
Figure 5.9 compares the data and Monte-Carlo distributions of the number of
hits and the number of lines used in the track fit after cuts optimizations. Good
agreement is observed.
5.3 Effective area and visibility
The calculation of the effective area for ν and ν is presented in Appendix C and
the visibility in Appendix D. The ANTARES neutrino telescope does not recog-
nize the difference between the neutrinos and the anti-neutrinos. In the following,
the word neutrino is used to indicate both neutrino and anti-neutrino.
Figure 5.10 shows the effective area as a function of the true neutrino decli-
nation, averaged with an energy spectrum E−2, for the zenith cuts at 80◦ and 90◦.
The looser zenith cut increases the effective area after δ = −57◦ and increases
the declination range covered by the detector from 37◦ to 47◦. This is due to the
ANTARES visibility as it is illustrated in Figure 5.11 which shows the visibility
for both cuts. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the visibility of ANTARES in the
Equatorial and the Galactic coordinates systems respectively.
Figure 5.14 shows the effective area as a function of the true neutrino energy
for various cuts on tchi2 and both zenith.
Figure 5.15 shows the effective area as a function of the true neutrino declina-
tion and the true neutrino energy for various cuts on bchi2. The effective area is
less sensitive to the bchi2 cut than to the tchi2 cut.
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Figure 5.10: Effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination for bchi2 ≥ 1.8 and
z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
Figure 5.11: Visibility of the ANTARES telescope.
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Figure 5.12: Visibility in the Equatorial coordinates (z≤ 90◦).
Figure 5.13: Visibility in the Galactic coordinates (z≤ 90◦).
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In Figure 5.16, the effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination
and the true neutrino energy for the optimized cuts is presented.
Figure 5.14: Effective area as a function of the true neutrino energy for bchi2≥ 1.8 and z≤ 80◦
(left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
Figure 5.15: Effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and true neutrino
energy (right) for tchi2≤ 1.8 and z≤ 90◦.
5.4 Angular resolution
Figure 5.17 shows the difference of the angle between the true neutrino direction
and the reconstructed muon direction for a point source simulated at declination
of −25◦ and weighted with E−2. This distribution represents the Point Spread
Function (PSF) for this declination. In the following, the angular resolution is
defined as the median of the angular difference distribution. Figure 5.18 presents
the cumulative event fraction of the angular difference distribution.
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Figure 5.16: Effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and true neutrino
energy (right) for the optimal cuts.
Figure 5.17: PSF of a point source at declination of −25◦.
Figure 5.18: Cumulative event fraction of a point source at declination of −25◦.
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Figure 5.19 shows the angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino
zenith and azimuth. The resolution is not uniform in azimuth due to the asymme-
try in the detector layout. The resolution is the best for vertical tracks.
Figure 5.19: Angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino zenith (left) and azimuth
(right). The points in the right plot present the relative positions of the 5 lines in the horizontal
plane and the colors indicate the angular resolution (degree).
Figure 5.20 shows the angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino
declination for the reconstructed zenith cuts at 80◦ and 90◦. The looser zenith cut
improves the angular resolution above the equator.
Figure 5.21 shows the angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino
energy. A harder cut on tchi2 leads to a better angular resolution for energies less
than 100 TeV, but worse for energies above 100 TeV.
Figure 5.20: Angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino declination for bchi2 ≥ 1.8
and z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
Figure 5.22 shows the angular resolution as a function of the true declination
and energy for different bchi2 cuts. Comparing with figures 5.20 and 5.21, the
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Figure 5.21: Angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino energy for bchi2 ≥ 1.8 and
z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
bchi2 cuts have uniform effect over all declination and energy ranges contrary to
the tchi2 cuts.
Figure 5.22: Angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and the true
neutrino energy (right) for tchi2≤ 1.8 and z≤ 90◦.
In Figure 5.23, the angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino decli-
nation and the true neutrino energy for the optimized cuts is presented.
5.5 Point source unbinned search method
In this analysis, the point sources are searched with an unbinned method based
on a likelihood ratio maximization. The goal is to test, at a given point (defined
as a “search-point” in the following), the probability to have a signal for a given
background model. The Probability Density Functions (PDF)s of the signal and
the background are one-dimensional PDFs extracted from the Monte-Carlo simu-
lations. This method is robust, rapid and has a single free parameter. There are no
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Figure 5.23: Angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and the true
neutrino energy (right) for the optimized cuts.
singularities because the calculations are performed in spherical space (Equatorial
coordinates).
This method consists of two steps. The first step is to calculate the angular
distance α ∈ [0◦,180◦] between the search-point and the position of all selected
events in the sky. The second step is to fit the angular distance distribution with the
signal and background PDFs using the likelihood ratio maximization technique.
The likelihood ratio λ , defined in Equation 5.1, is the probability ratio of
Hsig+bg (the hypothesis of mixed signal and background models) over the Hbg
(the hypothesis of only background model).
λ = log
∏
n
i=1P(xi|Hsig+bg)
∏
n
i=1P(xi|Hbg)
=
n
∑
i=1
log
P(xi|Hsig+bg)
P(xi|Hbg) (5.1)
where n is the total number of events (xi) in the sky. P(xi|Hsig+bg) and P(xi|Hbg)
are given by:
P(xi|Hsig+bg) =
nsig
n
×Psig(αi)+(1−
nsig
n
)×Pbg(αi) (5.2)
P(xi|Hbg) = Pbg(αi) (5.3)
where:
• nsig is the number of signal events, therefore
nsig
n
and 1− nsig
n
are the fractions
of signal and background events respectively.
• Psig(αi) and Pbg(αi) are the PDFs of the signal and the background respec-
tively. They are a function of the angular distance αi.
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Replacing expressions 5.2 and 5.3 in Equation 5.1 yields:
λ =
n
∑
i=1
log
nsig
n
×Psig(αi)+(1− nsign )×Pbg(αi)
Pbg(αi)
(5.4)
The only unknown parameter is nsig which is estimated by maximizing λ . The
output of the algorithm at a given search-point is the maximized λ value and the
corresponding fitted nsig value.
In order to speed up the algorithm, for a given search-point, the event sample is
divided into two sets; the events within the search window4 and the events outside
the search window. For the events outside the search window, the signal PDF is
equal to zero. The size of the search window is a trade-off between including the
maximum number of the signal events and decreasing the algorithm calculation
time. For this analysis, a search window of α ∈ [0◦,10◦] is considered.
Let nin be the number of events within the search window, Equation 5.4 can
be written as:
λ = (n−nin)× log(1−
nsig
n
)+
nin
∑
i=1
log
nsig
n
×Psig(αi)+(1− nsign )×Pbg(αi)
Pbg(αi)
(5.5)
The signal PDF is the PSF which is calculated using the Monte-Carlo. The
distribution is fitted by Equation 5.6 inside the search window (Figure 5.24) and
it is null outside. It is normalized to 1.
f (x) =
Ax
1+ax2+bx4
+ c (5.6)
This PDF is also used to generate the signal events in the toy Monte-Carlo
taking in consideration the probability that the signal events are generated inside
the search window or outside. In case they are outside, they are generated as
background events.
The PDF of the background is calculated using the declination distribution of
the selected data events (Figure 5.8). This distribution is fitted by a numerical fit.
This fit is used to simulate a large number of skymaps with background only hy-
pothesis. For each simulation, the angular distances between a given search-point
and the simulated events are calculated. The background PDF is the normal-
ized distribution of all angular distances at this search-point. Figure 5.25 shows
the background PDFs of the search-points at a variety of declinations. For two
search-points, symmetric with respect to the equator, their background PDFs are
symmetric, too. Note that when the search-point is at the South Pole, the back-
ground PDF is exactly the fitted distribution of the declination.
4The search window is a circle on the celestial sphere where the center is the search-point.
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Figure 5.24: Signal PDF at declination = −25◦.
Figure 5.25: Background PDFs for different declinations.
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Figure 5.26: Angular distance distribution fitted by the PDFs.
Figure 5.26 shows an example of a single toy Monte-Carlo experiment. The
generated number of signal events is 5 (inside the search window) emitted by a
point source at (r.a. = 90◦ and δ = −25◦) and the number of generated back-
ground events is 271 to have in total 276 events. In this example, the algorithm
finds λ = 8.509 and nsig = 4.91.
5.5.1 Sensitivity and discovery potential
To calculate the sensitivity and the discovery potential, λ is used as the test statis-
tic. The median value λ0.5 and the λnσ values (for a given number of σ , e.g. 3σ
for observation, 5σ for discovery, ...) are needed, as well as, the λ distributions
of many toy experiments for various quantities of signal (nsig = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...). For
a given nsig, the λ distribution is denoted by Λ(λ |nsig) and it is normalized to 1.
Figure 5.27: Example of λ distributions for only background and background + signal models.
In the left plot, the dash area represents the probability pi(λ ≥ λ0.5|nsig) defined in Equation 5.7 and
used in the calculation of the sensitivity. In the right, it represents the probability pi(λ ≥ λnσ |nsig)
used to compute the discovery potential.
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The probability to have a λ value bigger than λ0.5 is given by (Figure 5.27
left):
pi(λ ≥ λ0.5|nsig) =
∫ +∞
λ0.5
Λ(λ |nsig)dλ (5.7)
The probability to have a λ value bigger than λ0.5 for a given expected signal
events number 〈nsig〉 is given by:
p(λ ≥ λ0.5|〈nsig〉) =
+∞
∑
nsig=0
pi(λ ≥ λ0.5|nsig)
〈nsig〉nsig exp(−〈nsig〉)
nsig!
(5.8)
In this analysis, the sensitivity is calculated for a Confidence Level CL =
90%, i.e. the sensitivity is the flux value corresponding to 〈nsig〉 when p(λ ≥
λ0.5|〈nsig〉) = 0.9.
The discovery potential is calculated in the same way as the sensitivity, but
replacing λ0.5 by λ5σ (Figure 5.27 right). The discovery potentials shown in
this study are calculated for p(λ ≥ λ5σ |〈nsig〉) = 0.5. The probability p(λ ≥
λ5σ |〈nsig〉) as a function of 〈nsig〉 is defined as the discovery power (Figure 5.30).
The sensitivity and the discovery potential, for a point source at declination δ ,
are calculated by:
Eγ
dΦ(δ )
dE
=
〈nsig〉(δ )
Ae f f (δ )× t×V (δ )×
∫ Emax
Emin
E−γdE
(5.9)
where:
• 〈nsig〉(δ ) is the expected signal events number.
• Ae f f (δ ) is the effective area shown in Figure 5.16 (left).
• t is the livetime of the selected runs. In this analysis t = 1.20701×107 s.
• V (δ ) is the visibility shown in Figure 5.11 (z≤ 90◦).
• [Emin,Emax] is the simulated events energy range. [10 GeV, 10
7 GeV] for
this analysis.
• γ is the signal neutrino energy spectrum. In this analysis γ = 2.
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5.6 Search strategies
Two different search strategies are used in this thesis. In the first approach, neu-
trinos are searched at the positions of a pre-defined list of known astrophysical
sources - “candidate sources list search strategy”. The adopted list of the candi-
date point sources is presented in Table 5.2 [125]. In the second approach, the full
sky is searched for sources of neutrinos at any position - “all sky search strategy”.
Although the latter approach suffers from a larger trial factor, there is no risk to
miss an “unexpected” point source of neutrinos.
5.6.1 Candidate sources list search strategy
Figure 5.28 shows the λ distributions obtained for many toy Monte-Carlo experi-
ments containing only background and no signal. Examples are given for search-
points located at declinations of −25◦ and −45◦. The tails of the distributions are
fitted with an exponential function.
In the candidate sources list search strategy, more than 50% of λ values of
background only model are equal to zero which is the possible minimum value
for λ (Figure 5.28). Hence, λ0.5, the median value, is zero. To avoid unphysical
solutions (probability equal to 1), a conservative solution is to use pi(λ > λ0.5|nsig)
instead of pi(λ ≥ λ0.5|nsig) and p(λ > λ0.5|〈nsig〉) instead of p(λ ≥ λ0.5|〈nsig〉) in
equations 5.7 and 5.8 respectively.
Figure 5.29 shows the λ distributions obtained from many toy Monte-Carlo
experiments for different background + signal models of a source at declination
of −25◦. Also, it shows the corresponding number of fitted signal events. This
algorithm converges to the correct number of events in the search window. In this
case, due to the large PSF, only 65% to 75% (depending on the declination) of the
signal events are contained within the 10 degrees search window (Figure 5.18),
thus the mean of the fitted number of signal events is lower than the number of
generated signal events (Figure 5.29 right).
Figure 5.30 shows the discovery power of the candidate sources list search
strategy for a source at declination of −25◦.
5.6.2 All sky search strategy
For the all sky search strategy, the sky is scanned with an angular step of 0.1◦,
an angular step which is much smaller than the angular resolution. A total of
4,126,182 search-points are considered, each of which yields a value of λ . The
largest value of λ from all the search-points is taken as the λ of that particular
toy Monte-Carlo experiment. The complete process is then repeated for a large
number of toy Monte-Carlo experiments.
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Figure 5.28: λ distributions for just background model at declinations of −25◦ (left) and −45◦
(right) using the optimal cuts.
Figure 5.29: λ value distributions (left) and fitted numbers of events (right) of a source at
declination = −25◦.
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Figure 5.30: Discovery power of the candidate sources list search strategy for a source at decli-
nation = −25◦ as a function of expected signal events number.
Figure 5.31 shows the outputs of the all sky search strategy for different back-
ground + signal models for a source at declination of −25◦.
Figure 5.31: λ value distributions (left) and fitted numbers of events (right) of a source at
declination = −25◦.
Figure 5.32 shows the integral of the normalized λ distribution of the back-
ground only model fitted with an exponential. This distribution is used to calculate
the sensitivity, the discovery potential, the discovery power and the significance
in the all sky search strategy.
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Figure 5.32: Integral of the background statistic test distribution fitted with an exponential.
Figure 5.33 shows the discovery power of the all sky search strategy for a
source at declination of −25◦. Compared to the discovery power of the candidate
sources list search (Figure 5.30), a larger number of signal events are required to
make a discovery. This is due to the larger trial factor in the all sky search strategy.
This is also reflected in the shift of the λ distribution for the background only
(and low signal) experiments to higher values (figures 5.29 and 5.31). Therefore,
the sensitivity and the discovery potential are better for the candidate sources list
search strategy than the all sky search strategy.
5.7 Cut optimization
As mentioned at the end of Section 5.6.2, the discovery potential and the sensi-
tivity are better for the candidate sources list strategy than for the all sky search
strategy. Therefore, the cuts are optimized for the former and then applied on both
strategies.
Different values of tchi2 (1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6), bchi2 (1.0, 1.4, 1.8,
2.2, 2.6) and z (80◦, 90◦) are considered for the sensitivity and discovery potential
optimizations. This results 70 possible combinations, only very few are presented
here to justify the optimal choice.
Figures 5.34 and 5.35 show the sensitivity and discovery potential for a variety
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Figure 5.33: Discovery power of a source at declination of −25◦ for the all sky search strategy.
of cuts on tchi2 and for two zenith cuts (80◦, 90◦). As noted previously, the cut
z≤ 90◦ is better for declinations above -57◦. This is also true for other choices of
the bchi2 cut.
Figure 5.34: Sensitivity for bchi2≥ 1.8 and z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
In Figure 5.37 shows that the discovery potential for bchi2 ≥ 2.6 is better
than the looser cuts on bchi2, this is related to the improvement of the angular
resolution (Figure 5.22). This is also true for the sensitivity (Figure 5.36).
Amongst the different sets of cuts, tchi2≤ 1.8 is the optimal cut. Therefore, at
this stage, the optimal cuts are tchi2≤ 1.8, bchi2≥ 2.6 and z≤ 90◦. However, this
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Figure 5.35: Discovery potential for bchi2≥ 1.8 and z≤ 80◦ (left), z≤ 90◦ (right).
Figure 5.36: Sensitivity for z≤ 90◦ and bchi2≥ 1.0 (left), bchi2≥ 2.6 (right).
Figure 5.37: Discovery potential for z≤ 90◦ and bchi2≥ 1.0 (left), bchi2≥ 2.6 (right).
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choice yields a relatively high fraction of atmospheric muons contamination close
to the horizon (80◦ < z ≤ 90◦ in Figure 5.4). Therefore, it is decided to apply
a tighter tchi2 cut just for this zenith bin, this allowed to relax the bchi2 from
≥ 2.6 to≥ 2.2 over the full range of zenith. Finally, the used cuts are bchi2≥ 2.2,
tchi2≤ 1.8 when z≤ 80◦ and tchi2≤ 1.4 when 80◦ < z≤ 90◦.
Figure 5.38 shows, for the optimal cuts, the average number of signal neu-
trino events corresponding to a sensitivity of CL = 90% and discovery of 50%
probability.
Figure 5.39 presents the sensitivity (CL= 90%) and discovery potential (50%
probability) for the optimal cuts.
Figure 5.38: Average number of signal neutrino events corresponding to a sensitivity of CL =
90% (left) and discovery potential of 50% probability (right).
Figure 5.39: Sensitivity ofCL= 90% (left) and discovery potential of 50% probability (right).
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5.7.1 Selected events
After applying all cuts, 276 data events and 257 Monte-Carlo events are selected.
Table 5.1 shows the number of selected data and Monte-Carlo events. It also
shows the number of selected atmospheric neutrinos and atmospheric muons sep-
arately.
Cuts Data ν + µ ν µ
tchi2≤ 1.8 and z≤ 80 261 ± 16 247 ± 8 217 ± 2 30 ± 8
tchi2≤ 1.4 and 80< z≤ 90 15 ± 4 11 ± 1 10 ± 1 1 ± 1
Both 276 ± 17 257 ± 8 227 ± 2 31 ± 8
Table 5.1: Selected number of events in this analysis with the statistical uncertainties (bchi2 ≥
2.2).
5.8 Systematic uncertainties
For the systematic uncertainties two contributions are considered:
1. The angular resolution may be degraded compared to that assumed in the sim-
ulation.
2. The efficiency of the detector may be different than that assumed by the simu-
lation.
The uncertainty on the absolute pointing, calculated in Chapter 4, is negligible
relatively to the angular resolution (Section 5.4).
5.8.1 Systematic uncertainty on the angular resolution
Systematic uncertainties on the angular resolution can arise from positioning mis-
alignment or time calibration uncertainties. As the BBfit algorithm assumes that
the optical modules are located on the axis of the detector line, there are no sys-
tematic uncertainties due to the storeys rotations. For the silver runs selection, the
mean sea current is 4.6 cm/s, leading to a displacement of the top of the line by
less than one metre. This induces a maximum uncertainty of 0.15◦ over the 350
m height of a line, negligible compared to the angular resolution.
A conservative degradation of the angular resolution by 10% is assumed. The
discovery potential, the discovery power and the sensitivity are reduced by less
than 5% (figures 5.40 and 5.41).
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Figure 5.40: Sensitivity (left) and discovery potential (right) with 10% systematic error on the
angular resolution.
Figure 5.41: Discovery power of the candidate sources list search strategy for a source at decli-
nation of −25◦ as a function of expected signal events number.
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Figure 5.42: Sensitivity (left) and discovery potential (right) with the systematic error on the
effective area.
5.8.2 Systematic uncertainty on the detector efficiency
As the amount of background and its declination distribution are measured in
the data itself, there is no systematic uncertainty on the level of the background
estimation. The statistical uncertainties in the parameterization of the declination
distribution are negligible.
For the signal, systematic uncertainties on the detection efficiency affect the
assumed effective area and therefore the estimated neutrino flux. A correct esti-
mation of the absolute detector efficiency relies on knowledge of many parame-
ters, for example, the absorption length in the sea water, the quantum efficiency,
area and collection efficiency of the PMTs, the thresholds applied to the front-end
electronics etc.
The method of Cousins and Highland [126] with σ =±30% (conservative) is
used to estimate the impact of the systematic uncertainty on the sensitivity and the
discovery potential.
Figure 5.42 shows the effect of the effective area systematic uncertainty on the
sensitivity and discovery potential.
Finally, figures 5.43 and 5.44 show the final results with the total systematic
uncertainty (angular resolution and effective area).
5.9 Skymaps
The algorithm of the all sky search strategy provides several skymaps in the Equa-
torial and the Galactic coordinates.
Figures 5.45 and 5.46 show 276 simulated events where 271 are background
events over all the sky and 5 are signal events inside the search window emitted
by a source at (r.a.= 90◦, δ =−25◦).
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Figure 5.43: Sensitivity with the combined systematic uncertainties (on the angular resolution
and the effective area).
Figure 5.44: Discovery potential with the combined systematic uncertainties (on the angular
resolution and the effective area).
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The fitted number of signal events and the maximized value of λ at each
search-point are presented in the skymaps of figures 5.47, 5.48, 5.49 and 5.50.
The 10% systematic uncertainty on the angular resolution is taken into account.
The hottest point (the search-point corresponding to the biggest λ value) is
found at r.a.= 5h55′18.264′′ and δ =−26◦12′00′′ with λ = 12.819 and nsig= 4.9.
The simulated background events in figures 5.45 and 5.46 are correlated with
the angular acceptance skymaps of figures 5.51 and 5.52.
Figure 5.45: Simulated events in the Equatorial coordinates. The blue points present the signal
events and the red ones the background events.
Figure 5.46: Simulated events in the Galactic coordinates. The blue points present the signal
events and the red ones the background events.
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Figure 5.47: Fitted number of events in the Equatorial coordinates.
Figure 5.48: Fitted number of events in the Galactic coordinates.
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Figure 5.49: λ value in the Equatorial coordinates.
Figure 5.50: λ value in the Galactic coordinates.
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Figure 5.51: Angular acceptance (relative scale) in the Equatorial coordinates.
Figure 5.52: Angular acceptance (relative scale) in the Galactic coordinates.
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5.10 Results
In the previous sections, the optimization of the cuts is discussed. They are chosen
to provide the best discovery potential using Monte-Carlo simulations with 5-line
ANTARES detector and the BBfit reconstruction algorithm.
The application of these cuts on the data sample leads to 276 reconstructed
as up-going candidate neutrino events. In this section, the results of the 2 search
strategies (Section 5.6) are illustrated for the 2007 5-line data. No discovery is
made for both search strategies, therefore, an upper limit is derived.
In figures 5.53 and 5.54, the selected data events are presented in the Equa-
torial and the Galactic coordinates systems respectively. The positions of the 24
candidate sources, mentioned in Table 5.2, chosen for the candidate sources list
search strategy are also shown in both skymaps.
Figure 5.53: In the Equatorial coordinates system, the selected data events (red points) and the
24 candidate sources (blue crosses).
5.10.1 Candidate sources list strategy
In the candidate sources list strategy search, 24 candidate sources are selected con-
taining galactic and extragalactic sources (Table 5.2). The choice of the number
of these sources is a trade-off between the trial factor5 and the number of astro-
physical bodies (Galactic Center, supernovae, blazar, ...) which are likely to be
high energy neutrino sources.
5Increasing the number of candidate sources, the trial factor increases because of statistical
fluctuations.
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Figure 5.54: In the Galactic coordinates system, the selected data events (red points) and the 24
candidate sources (blue crosses).
The results of the candidate sources list strategy is presented as pre-trial and
post-trial results. For the first, the unbinned search method, described in Section
5.5, is applied on each source separately. For the post-trial, the 24 sources are
included together in the study and the final results are illustrated.
5.10.1.1 Pre-trial results
As it is mentioned above, the search strategy considers one source at a time ig-
noring the 23 other sources. Before applying the unbinned search strategy on the
data, the λ distributions of the different models (background + 0 signal, back-
ground + 1 signal, background + 2 signals, ...) are computed as it is explained in
Section 5.6. The only difference, here, is that the positions of the sources are the
true positions of the candidate sources. These distributions are indispensable to
calculate the p-value, the sensitivity and the discovery potential. The signal and
background PDFs are computed with the optimized cuts to have the best discov-
ery potential (Section 5.7). The 10% systematic error on the angular resolution,
discussed in Section 5.8.1, is included to generate the signal events.
For the λ distributions, 105 sky simulations are made for background only
model and 104 simulations for the other models. Each time the unbinned search
algorithm is applied on the search-point which is, in this case, the true position of
the candidate source position.
The application of the algorithm on the data, at a given source position, leads
to one single λ , denoted by λdata. At this search-point, the p-value of just back-
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Figure 5.55: Example of λ distributions for background only and background + signal models.
ground like model is given in Equation 5.10 (Figure 5.55).
p-value=
∫ +∞
λdata
Λ(λ |nsig = 0)dλ (5.10)
where Λ(λ |nsig = 0) is normalized to 1. The tail of the λ distribution, for the
background only model, is fitted by an exponential.
The corresponding σ value with 1 side Gaussian convention is given by:
nσ (p-value) =
√
2× erfc−1(2× p-value) (5.11)
erfc(x) =
2√
pi
∫ +∞
x
exp(−t2)dt (5.12)
For the candidate sources list strategy, the λdata, the corresponding fitted num-
ber of signal, the p-value and the pre-trial number of σ are presented in Table
5.2.
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Source r.a. δ l b Visibility λdata nsignal Pre-trial Pre-trial φ90
p-value σ (1 side)
HESS J0632+057 6h32′58′′ 5◦48′20′′ 205.66 -1.44 0.47 0.517 1.0 0.081 1.4 5.8
RX J0852.0-4622 8h52′00′′ −46◦22′00′′ 266.28 -1.24 0.92 2.643 1.6 0.007 2.5 9.7
HESS J1023-575 10h23′18′′ −57◦45′50′′ 284.19 -0.39 1.00 4.019 4.1 0.0014 3.0 13.9
PSR B1259-63 13h02′49′′ −63◦50′02′′ 304.19 -0.99 1.00 0 0 - - 5.2
RCW 86 14h42′43′′ −62◦29′00′′ 315.79 -1.46 1.00 0.046 0.4 0.182 0.9 5.8
Cir X-1 15h20′41′′ −57◦10′00.26′′ 322.12 0.04 1.00 0 0 - - 5.4
HESS J1614-518 16h14′19′′ −51◦49′12′′ 331.52 0.58 1.00 0 0 - - 5.4
GX 339 17h02′49′′ −48◦47′23′′ 338.94 -4.33 1.00 0 0 - - 4.6
RX J1713.7-3946 17h13′00′′ −39◦45′00′′ 347.28 -0.38 0.78 0 0 - - 4.7
Galactic Center 17h45′41′′ −29◦00′22′′ 359.95 -0.05 0.67 0.895 1.6 0.048 1.7 5.9
W28 18h01′42′′ −23◦20′06′′ 6.66 -0.27 0.63 0 0 - - 4.4
LS 5039 18h26′15′′ −14◦49′30′′ 16.90 -1.28 0.58 0 0 - - 4.6
HESS J1837-069 18h37′38′′ −6◦57′00′′ 25.18 -0.12 0.54 0 0 - - 4.6
SS 433 19h11′50′′ 4◦58′58′′ 39.69 -2.24 0.47 0 0 - - 4.6
RGB J0152+017 1h52′40′′ 1◦47′19′′ 152.38 -26.61 0.49 0 0 - - 4.6
1ES 0347-121 3h49′23′′ −11◦59′27′′ 201.93 -45.71 0.56 0 0 - - 4.6
PKS 0548-322 5h50′40.6′′ −32◦16′16.4′′ 237.56 -26.14 0.70 0 0 - - 4.4
1ES 1101-232 11h03′38′′ −23◦29′31′′ 273.19 33.08 0.63 0 0 - - 4.4
3C 279 12h56′11′′ −5◦47′21′′ 305.10 57.06 0.53 0 0 - - 4.7
Centaurus A 13h25′27.6′′ −43◦01′08.8′′ 309.52 19.46 0.83 0 0 - - 4.5
ESO 139-G12 17h37′39.5′′ −59◦56′29′′ 334.04 -13.77 1.00 0 0 - - 5.3
PKS 2005-489 20h09′29′′ −48◦49′19′′ 350.39 -32.61 1.00 0.413 1.1 0.100 1.3 6.0
PKS 2155-304 21h58′53′′ −30◦13′18′′ 17.74 -52.25 0.68 0 0 - - 4.4
H 2356-309 23h59′08′′ −30◦37′39′′ 12.84 -78.04 0.68 0 0 - - 4.4
Table 5.2: Pre-trial results of the candidate sources list search strategy.
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Amongst the 24 sources, the most significant source is HESS J1023-575 with
p-value equals to 0.0014 which corresponds to 3σ pre-trial using one side Gaus-
sian convention. Four events are found close to this source. They are detected in
February 28th, May 26th, June 21th and October 3rd. The time window between
their detection is high enough to reject a transit source scenario. The event dis-
play6 of four neutrinos found close to the candidate source HESS J1023-575 are
shown in figures 5.56, 5.57, 5.58 and 5.59.
Figure 5.56: The event display of the first neutrino event close to HESS J1023-575.
6The event display shows the hits altitude from the sea bed as a function of time. The twelve
plots represent the twelve lines and the magenta lines represent the reconstructed wave front of
Cherekov photons.
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Figure 5.57: The event display of the second neutrino event close to HESS J1023-575.
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Figure 5.58: The event display of the third neutrino event close to HESS J1023-575.
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Figure 5.59: The event display of the fourth neutrino event close to HESS J1023-575.
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Figure 5.60: The background λ distributions for one and 24 candidate sources. λdata is shown
in dashed line.
5.10.1.2 Post-trial results
To compute the post-trial p-value for the brightest source HESS J1023-575, the
24 sources are simulated in the same time (105 simulations). For each simulated
sky, the unbinned search algorithm is applied on each source and 24 λ values are
calculated. Between these λ values, the biggest λ value is chosen to be the λ
value of the experiment and the entry for the post-trial λ distribution.
Figure 5.60 shows the λ distributions of the background only model for one
source at HESS J1023-575 position (yellow histogram) and for 24 candidate sources
(red histogram). The λdata for HESS J1023-575 is also presented (blue line).
The post-trial p-value is computed using λdata, Equation 5.10 and the post-trial
λ distribution for background only model. For HESS J1023-575, the post-trial p-
value is 0.036 which corresponds to 1.8σ . The trial factor defined as the ratio
between the post-trial and the pre-trial p-value is 24.8, close to the number of
candidate sources.
5.10.1.3 Upper limit
The upper limits on the neutrino flux of the 24 candidate sources are derived. The
upper limit is computed using the pre-trial λ distributions and equations 5.7 and
5.8, but replacing λ0.5 by λdata. These upper limits are illustrated in Figure 5.61
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Figure 5.61: Neutrino flux upper limit at 90%CL for the 5-line 2007 ANTARES data, compared
with the results from other experiments (IceCube [128], AMANDA [129], SuperKamiokande
[130] and [131] and MACRO [132]). The sensitivity of ANTARES for one year with 12-line
configuration [127] is also shown. The assumed source spectrum is E−2, except for MACRO, for
which an E−2.1 spectrum was used.
and are compared to results from other experiments. The sensitivity of ANTARES
for one year with 12-line configuration [127] is also shown. The upper limits on
the neutrino events number, φ90, are presented in Table 5.2 withCL= 90%.
5.10.2 All sky search strategy
The all sky search strategy is also applied on the data. The hottest point (the
search-point corresponding to the biggest λ value) is found at r.a.= 14h48′35.28′′
and δ = −9◦30′00′′. The four brightest clusters are shown in Table 5.3 (figures
5.62, 5.63, 5.64, and 5.65).
The λdata corresponding to this point is 8.834. The p-value of this point is
equal to 0.309 and the significance is 0.5σ (1 side Gaussian convention) calculated
with Equation 5.11. The p-value for the all sky search is already post-trial value
since the unbinned search algorithm is applied over 4,126,182 search-points and
only the biggest λ value is registered.
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Cluster rank λ value nsignal r.a. δ
(brightness)
1 8.834 4.3 14h48′35.28′′ −9◦30′00′′
2 7.390 4.4 10h36′32.16′′ −56◦36′00′′
3 6.886 3.9 8h47′39.36′′ −20◦12′00′′
4 6.876 3.5 19h31′41.04′′ −78◦24′00′′
Table 5.3: The four brightest clusters in the all sky search strategy.
Figure 5.62: Fitted number of events in the Equatorial coordinates system for the data sample.
Figure 5.63: Fitted number of events in the Galactic coordinates system for the data sample.
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Figure 5.64: λ value in the Equatorial coordinates system for the data sample.
Figure 5.65: λ value in the Galactic coordinates system for the data sample.
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5.11 Conclusion
The event selection cuts are optimized to have the best discovery potential (nhit >
5, nline ≥ 2, tchi2 ≤ 1.8 when z ≤ 80◦ and tchi2 ≤ 1.4 when 80◦ < z ≤ 90◦,
bchi2 ≥ 2.2). The 2007 5-line ANTARES data is analysed using an unbinned
method based on a maximum-likelihood ratio method. Two search strategies “the
candidate sources list search strategy” and “the all sky search strategy” are ap-
plied. 24 astrophysical bodies are used as candidate neutrino sources. The most
significant source with the candidate sources list search strategy is HESS J1023-
575 with 1.8σ . The lowest upper limit computed is E2dΦ90%νµ+νµ/dE = 1.09×10−2
GeV m−2 s−1 at δ = −48◦47′23′′. The brightest cluster found with the all sky
search strategy is at r.a.= 14h48′35.28′′ and δ =−9◦30′00′′ with 0.5σ .
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Chapter 6
Search for neutrino point sources in
2007 + 2008 data using AAfit
In this chapter, the analysis of the 2007+2008 data is presented. For this analysis
the AAfit reconstruction algorithm, rather than the BBfit algorithm, is adopted.
During the 2007 data analysis reported in Chapter 5, the AAfit algorithm was un-
der development and suffered from discrepancies when comparing various data
and Monte-Carlo distributions, thus the BBfit algorithm was chosen. Quite re-
cently, these discrepancies have been understood as due to an over simplification
in the simulation of the charge distribution of the background noise hits. Once this
is corrected in the simulation, a reasonable data versus Monte-Carlo agreement is
obtained.
As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the AAfit algorithm is based on a PDF approach
and makes full use of the acoustic positioning and compass information. Its per-
formance in terms of angular resolution and effective area is significantly better
than the BBfit algorithm.
6.1 Data and Monte-Carlo
The data used in this chapter is taken from the beginning of 2007 until the end of
2008 by different detector configurations (5-9-10-12-line). The total livetime is
295 active days, 144 for the 5-line configuration and 151 for 9-10-12-line com-
bined configuration. The data runs are processed by 3N and/or T3 triggers.
The data events used in this analysis are selected by the following quality cuts
adopted from Reference [133]:
• Λreco: it is the track reconstruction quality cut (equal to the likelihood di-
vided by the number of degrees of freedom). The well reconstructed muon
tracks have Λreco higher than the badly reconstructed tracks. The Λreco value
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6.1. Data and Monte-Carlo
Figure 6.1: Distributions of Λreco (left) and β (right) of the data and Monte-Carlo for the opti-
mized cuts.
used to select the data set is Λreco > -5.4 and it is optimized to have the best
sensitivity and discovery potential. Figure 6.1 (left) shows the Λreco dis-
tribution of the data and Monte-Carlo. A good agreement is seen for the
selected region.
• β : it is the error on the reconstructed angle calculated by the reconstruction
algorithm. Figure 6.1 (right) shows a comparison between the data and
Monte-Carlo distributions. The value used to select the data set is β < 1◦.
This cut selects well reconstructed tracks and rejects a large fraction of the
atmospheric muons.
• z: it is the zenith of the reconstructed track. Figure 6.2 shows the zenith and
the declination distributions of the data and Monte-Carlo for Λreco > -5.4,
β < 1◦ and z < 90◦. Very high number of atmospheric muons is rejected
by the zenith cut z < 90◦.
With these three cuts (Λreco > -5.4, β < 1
◦ and z < 90◦), the number of
selected data and Monte-Carlo events are presented in Table 6.1. Figures 6.2
represents the zenith (left) and the declination (right) distributions of the selected
data events compared with the Monte-Carlo simulations.
Data ν + µ ν µ
2040 ± 45 1820 ± 28 1096 ± 8 724 ± 27
Table 6.1: Number of selected events in this analysis with the statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 6.2: Zenith (left) and declination (right) distributions of the data and the Monte-Carlo for
the optimized cuts.
6.2 Effective area and angular resolution
The effective area and the angular resolution are calculated with the same way
as in Chapter 5. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the effective area and the angular
resolution, respectively, as a function of the point source declination and the true
neutrino energy. Comparing with the previous analysis (5-line BBfit), the effective
area increases by at least a factor of 2.5 whereas the angular resolution is improved
by a factor of six (minimum) for the neutrinos with energies higher than 10 TeV.
The improvement of both, effective area and angular resolution, is not due only to
the increase of the detector size. The use of the likelihood maximization method
in the reconstruction algorithm and the acoustic positioning data in the alignment
(including the compasses and the tiltmeters) gives AAfit an advance on BBfit
algorithm.
Figure 6.3: The effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and the true
neutrino energy (right).
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Figure 6.4: The angular resolution as a function of the true neutrino declination (left) and the
true neutrino energy (right).
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the PSF (the difference between the true neutrino
direction and the reconstructed muon direction) for a point source at δ = −25◦.
The improvement of the angular resolution, for this analysis, can be seen by the
PSFs comparison in the right plot of Figure 6.5. The cumulative event fraction plot
of this analysis (Figure 6.6), compared to Figure 5.18 of the previous analysis,
shows the decrease of the number of events falling outside the search window
from 30% to 5%.
Figure 6.5: PSF of a point source at declination of −25◦. In the right plot, the comparison
between the PSFs for the BBfit (5-line) and AAfit (5-9-10-12-line) are shown.
6.3 Sensitivity and discovery potential
The unbinned method explained in Section 5.5 is used in the sensitivity and the
discovery potential calculations. The systematic uncertainty on the absolute point-
ing calculated in Chapter 4 is included. For each simulated skymap, two ran-
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Figure 6.6: Cumulative event fraction of a point source at declination of−25◦ (left) and the PSF
in logarithmic scale (right).
dom values are generated with a Gaussian distribution where σzenith = 0.13
◦ and
σazimuth = 0.06
◦. These values are applied as an offset over all the events of the
same skymap. The systematic uncertainties on the angular resolution and the de-
tector acceptance are adopted from Reference [133] and they are equal to 15%.
The λ and the fitted number of signal distributions are shown in Figure 6.7.
The λ distributions are better separated in this analysis than in the previous anal-
ysis (Figure 5.29) due to the improvement of the angular resolution. As it is
explained in Section 5.6.1, the fitted number of signal events is 95% of the num-
ber of simulated events because of the 5% of events are outside the 10◦ search
window (Figure 6.6).
Figure 6.7: Distributions of λ values (left) and fitted numbers of events (right).
Figure 6.8 shows the average number of signal neutrino events correspond-
ing to a sensitivity of CL = 90% and a discovery potential of 50% probability
including the systematic uncertainties.
Figure 6.9 presents the sensitivity (CL = 90%) and the discovery potential
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(50% probability) for this analysis. it is improved by one order of magnitude
compared to the previous analysis.
Figure 6.8: Average number of signal neutrino events corresponding to a sensitivity of CL =
90% (left) and a discovery potential with 50% probability (right). The systematic uncertainties are
included.
Figure 6.9: The sensitivity ofCL= 90% (left) and the discovery potential with 50% probability
(right) for the optimized cuts. The systematic uncertainties are included.
6.4 Results
Using the candidate sources list search strategy, no discovery is made in the
2007+2008 data. The best upper limits on the high energy cosmic neutrinos from
various sources in the Southern sky are obtained. Figure 6.10 shows the upper
limits given by the 2007 data analysis discussed in Chapter 5 and the 2007+2008
data analysis presented in this chapter. The results from other experiments are
shown, too. The upper limits calculated in this chapter using 2007+2008 data
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with AAfit reconstruction algorithm are improved by an order of magnitude com-
pared to 2007 data with BBfit.
Table 6.2 shows the fitted number of signal events, the λ value, the pre-trial
p-value and the significance of the 24 candidate sources. The most significant
source is GX 339 with p-value equals to 0.0024 corresponding to 2.8σ (pre-trial)
where the post-trial p-value is 0.067 which corresponds to 1.5σ . The lowest upper
limit is E2dΦ90%νµ+νµ
/dE = 9.7×10−4 GeV m−2 s−1.
Figure 6.10: Neutrino flux upper limit at 90%CL for the 5-line 2007 (BBfit) and 5-9-10-12-line
2007 + 2008 (AAfit) ANTARES data, compared with the results from other experiments (IceCube
[128], AMANDA [129], SuperKamiokande [130] and [131] and MACRO [132]). The sensitivity
of ANTARES for one year with 12-line configuration [127] is also shown. The assumed source
spectrum is E−2, except for MACRO, for which an E−2.1 spectrum was used.
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Source r.a. δ l b Visibility λdata nsignal Pre-trial Pre-trial φ90
p− value σ (1 side)
HESS J0632+057 6h32′58′′ 5◦48′20′′ 205.66 -1.44 0.47 0 0 - - 2.9
RX J0852.0-4622 8h52′00′′ −46◦22′00′′ 266.28 -1.24 0.92 1.856 1.2 0.018 2.1 5.4
HESS J1023-575 10h23′18′′ −57◦45′50′′ 284.19 -0.39 1.00 0.203 1.0 0.132 1.1 3.6
PSR B1259-63 13h02′49′′ −63◦50′02′′ 304.19 -0.99 1.00 0 0 - - 3.1
RCW 86 14h42′43′′ −62◦29′00′′ 315.79 -1.46 1.00 0 0 - - 3.1
Cir X-1 15h20′41′′ −57◦10′00.26′′ 322.12 0.04 1.00 0 0 - - 3.0
HESS J1614-518 16h14′19′′ −51◦49′12′′ 331.52 0.58 1.00 0 0 - - 3.1
GX 339 17h02′49′′ −48◦47′23′′ 338.94 -4.33 1.00 3.425 2.2 0.0024 2.8 6.8
RX J1713.7-3946 17h13′00′′ −39◦45′00′′ 347.28 -0.38 0.78 2.337 1.1 0.0098 2.3 5.8
Galactic Center 17h45′41′′ −29◦00′22′′ 359.95 -0.05 0.67 0 0 - - 2.9
W28 18h01′42′′ −23◦20′06′′ 6.66 -0.27 0.63 0 0 - - 2.9
LS 5039 18h26′15′′ −14◦49′30′′ 16.90 -1.28 0.58 0 0 - - 2.9
HESS J1837-069 18h37′38′′ −6◦57′00′′ 25.18 -0.12 0.54 1.161 1.0 0.039 1.8 4.3
SS 433 19h11′50′′ 4◦58′58′′ 39.69 -2.24 0.47 0 0 - - 2.8
RGB J0152+017 1h52′40′′ 1◦47′19′′ 152.38 -26.61 0.49 0 0 - - 2.8
1ES 0347-121 3h49′23′′ −11◦59′27′′ 201.93 -45.71 0.56 1.508 1.5 0.025 2.0 4.6
PKS 0548-322 5h50′40.6′′ −32◦16′16.4′′ 237.56 -26.14 0.70 0 0 - - 3.0
1ES 1101-232 11h03′38′′ −23◦29′31′′ 273.19 33.08 0.63 0 0 - - 2.9
3C 279 12h56′11′′ −5◦47′21′′ 305.10 57.06 0.53 1.051 1.0 0.044 1.7 4.1
Centaurus A 13h25′27.6′′ −43◦01′08.8′′ 309.52 19.46 0.83 0 0 - - 3.0
ESO 139-G12 17h37′39.5′′ −59◦56′29′′ 334.04 -13.77 1.00 0 0 - - 3.1
PKS 2005-489 20h09′29′′ −48◦49′19′′ 350.39 -32.61 1.00 0 0 - - 3.0
PKS 2155-304 21h58′53′′ −30◦13′18′′ 17.74 -52.25 0.68 0 0 - - 3.0
H 2356-309 23h59′08′′ −30◦37′39′′ 12.84 -78.04 0.68 0 0 - - 3.0
Table 6.2: Pre-trial results of the candidate sources list search strategy.
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6.4. Results
The all sky search strategy is applied on the selected data events (figures 6.11
and 6.12). The most significant cluster is found at r.a. = 8h58′26.4′′ and δ =
13◦18′00′′ (λ = 12.978 and nsig = 5.5) with p-value = 0.024 corresponding to
2.0σ . Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the skymaps of the fitted number of
events and the λ value for both Equatorial and Galactic coordinates systems.
Figure 6.11: In the Equatorial coordinates system, the selected data events (red points) and the
24 candidate sources (blue crosses).
Figure 6.12: In the Galactic coordinates system, the selected data events (red points) and the 24
candidate sources (blue crosses).
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Figure 6.13: Fitted number of events in the Equatorial coordinates system for the data sample.
Figure 6.14: Fitted number of events in the Galactic coordinates system for the data sample.
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Figure 6.15: λ value in the Equatorial coordinates system for the data sample.
Figure 6.16: λ value in the Galactic coordinates system for the data sample.
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Conclusion
In Chapter 1, the Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)s and the mystery
of their origin are discussed. The most recent results published by the UHECR
detectors such the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) do not indicate a strong corre-
lation between the UHECRs and potential sources. The chemical composition of
the primary cosmic rays remains an open question with the contradiction between
the PAO and HiRes results. For the γ-ray astronomy, the story is different. Many
γ-ray sources, galactic and extragalactic, are detected and the energy spectrum
for each source is measured. However, with the present γ-ray astronomy results
published by HESS, FERMI, and other telescopes, the emission processes are still
unclear and the sources of the UHECRs remain unidentified. Neutrino astronomy
can offer an answer to these questions. The detection of very high energy cos-
mic neutrinos from a source is a signature of the existence of hadronic processes
leading to the clarification of the UHECRs origin. Neutrino particles, being neu-
tral and having a low cross-section with matter, offer the possibility of detection
over the full energy spectrum and for a farther horizon. Finally, different potential
sources of cosmic neutrinos, galactic and extragalactic, are discussed.
In Chapter 2, the flux of high energy cosmic neutrinos at the Earth and the
number of events that can be observed by the ANTARES detector are estimated.
In this study, the hypotheses of the neutrino production are based completely on
hadronic scenarios. The γ-ray astronomy data is used to define the neutrino energy
spectrum at the source, then at the Earth after taking into consideration neutrino
oscillations. For the extragalactic sources, the optical depth of the Very High En-
ergy (VHE) γ-rays are calculated. The flux of these γ-rays is attenuated because of
their interactions with the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL) producing elec-
trons and positrons. The number of events corresponding to the estimated flux is
found using the effective area of 5-9-10-12-line combined detector configuration.
All the numbers are calculated for 295 days which is the active period of 2007
+ 2008. The results indicate a potential discovery of cosmic neutrinos after few
years of data taking with ANTARES.
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The ANTARES neutrino telescope, discussed in Chapter 3, started taking data
in 2007 with a 5-line configuration. Since then, additional lines were added reach-
ing its final configuration of 12 lines in June 2008. First, the neutrino detection
principle and the main detector components are described. Then, the data acquisi-
tion, the trigger, the time calibration, and the various backgrounds are discussed.
TheMonte-Carlo simulations and the muon track reconstruction algorithms, BBfit
and AAfit, used in the cosmic neutrino point sources analysis are presented. Fi-
nally, the characteristics and the performances of two future telescopes, IceCube
and KM3NeT, are indicated.
Chapter 4 discusses a study of the ANTARES telescope absolute pointing and
its uncertainty using the acoustic positioning system. In the first step, the absolute
pointing is calculated by the Low Frequency Low Base Line (LFLBL) system
with an uncertainty higher than one degree in some directions. In the second step,
using the High Frequency Low Base Line (HFLBL) system in addition to the
LFLBL system, the High Frequency (HF) acoustic distances are triangulated and
the absolute pointing of the telescope is recalculated improving the results by one
order of magnitude. The systematic errors due to the HF acoustic distances, the
uncertainties on the RxTx transducers positions, the sound velocity, and the choice
of the Rx hydrophone for the triangulation are studied. Finally, the uncertainty on
the absolute pointing of the ANTARES telescope is estimated to be a Gaussian
distribution with σhorizontal = 0.127
◦±0.002◦ and σvertical = 0.035◦±0.020◦.
Chapters 5 and 6 present the high energy cosmic neutrino point sources search
with both reconstruction strategies, BBfit and AAfit, respectively. For the former,
the 2007 data with 5-line configuration is analysed. For the latter, the analysis is
done using both 2007 and 2008 data with 5-9-10-12-line combined detector con-
figuration. The search algorithm is an unbinned algorithm based on the likelihood
ratio method using 1D PDFs for the signal and the background. This algorithm
is chosen after testing other algorithms (binned and unbinned). A Monte-Carlo
study of this algorithm demonstrates robustness, rapidity, and absence of singu-
larities. Two search strategies are applied: “the candidate sources list search”
and “the all sky search”. The most significant source in the candidate sources list
search strategy is HESS J1023-575 with 1.8σ for BBfit 5-line analysis and GX
339 with 1.5σ for AAfit 5-9-10-12-line analysis (post-trial and 1 side Gaussian).
Therefore, no discovery is made and the world’s best upper limits on neutrino
fluxes from various sources in the Southern sky are established. The lowest upper
limit is E2dΦ90%νµ+νµ
/dE = 9.7× 10−4 GeV m−2 s−1. The all sky search strat-
egy did not find any significant source. The most significant one is found at r.a.
= 14h48′35.28′′ and δ = −9◦30′00′′ with 0.5σ for BBfit 5-line analysis and at
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r.a. = 8h58′26.4′′ and δ = 13◦18′00′′ with 2.0σ for AAfit 5-9-10-12-line analy-
sis. Finally, several neutrino skymaps are produced.
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Appendix A
Cosmic rays acceleration
An explanation to the mechanism of the acceleration process of cosmic rays was
given by Enrico Fermi in 1949 [9]. The charged particles gain kinetic energy by
interacting with shock waves due to moving magnetic fields. This process can be
explained by defining two referential frames R and R′. R is fixed relatively to the
stars and R′ is the referential frame of moving magnetic field.
Using Lorentz transformations, the energy of the incident particle in R′ is given
as a function of its energy in R and the velocity v between the both referential
frames:
E ′in = γEin (1−β cosθin) (A.1)
where
γ =
1√
1−β 2
with β =
v
c
(A.2)
Due to the magnetic field, the particles can follow a semi-circular trajectory.
The energy of emerging particles in R is given by:
Eout = γE
′
out
(
1+β cosθ ′out
)
(A.3)
The fact that E ′in = E
′
out, the energy of the emerging particle can be written as:
Eout = γ
2Ein (1−β cosθin)
(
1+β cosθ ′out
)
(A.4)
The energy of the particle is increased by a gain of ε defined as:
ε =
∆E
E
=
Eout−Ein
Ein
=
β (cosθ ′out− cosθin)+β 2 (1− cosθin cosθ ′out)
1−β 2 (A.5)
If this process is repeated n times, the energy of the particle as a function of
its initial energy will be given by the following equation:
En = E0 (1+ ε)
n
(A.6)
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Equation A.6 enables to compute the number n as a function of energies as
shown below:
n=
log
(
En
E0
)
log(1+ ε)
(A.7)
The probability for a particle to escape from the region is Pesc and to return to
it is Pret. They are related by Pesc+Pret = 1. The number of accelerating particles
is:
Nn = N0P
n
ret = N0 (1−Pesc)n (A.8)
where N0 is the initial number of particles with energies E0. The number of
particles carrying energies higher than En, N(≥ En), is given by:
N(≥ En) =
∞
∑
i=n
(1−Pesc)i = (1−Pesc)
n
Pesc
(A.9)
Replacing Relation A.7 in Equation A.9 gives:
N(≥ En) = (1−Pesc)
log
(
En
E0
)
log(1+ε)
Pesc
(A.10)
Using the mathematical property alogb = eloga logb = bloga, Equation A.10 be-
comes:
N(≥ En) = 1
Pesc
(
En
E0
) log(1−Pesc)
log(1+ε)
(A.11)
The number of particles after n iterations with energy En is equal to:
N(En) =
dN(≥ En)
dEn
=
1
PescE0
log(1−Pesc)
log(1+ ε)
(
En
E0
) log(1−Pesc)
log(1+ε)
−1
(A.12)
N(En) =
1
PescE0
(1− x)
(
En
E0
)−x
(A.13)
where
x= 1− log(1−Pesc)
log(1+ ε)
(A.14)
Equation A.13 shows a power low spectrum which is the case of cosmic rays
energy spectrum (Figure 1.1).
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Appendix B
UNESCO parameterizations for
salinity and sound velocity equations
B.1 Conversion from electrical conductivity ratio to
salinity
The electrical conductivity ratio is defined by [119]:
R=
C(S, t, p)
C(35,15,0)
(B.1)
where C(S, t, p) is the electrical conductivity for salinity S (PSS-78), temper-
ature t (IPTS-68) and pressure p (dbar) and C(35,15,0) is the reference value for
S= 35, t = 15◦C and the atmospheric pressure.
The electrical conductivity ratio is factorized into three parts as it is shown in
the following equation:
R= Rp×Rt× rt (B.2)
rt and Rp are calculated by equations B.3 and B.4. However, Rt is deduced
from Equation B.2 and it is given by Equation B.5.
rt = c0+ c1× t+ c2× t2+ c3× t3+ c4× t4 (B.3)
Rp = 1+
p× (e1+ e2× p+ e3× p2)
1+d1× t+d2× t2+(d3+d4× t)×R (B.4)
Rt =
R
Rp× rt (B.5)
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B.2. Chen-Millero parameterization
The salinity is given by:
S= a0+a1×R1/2t +a2×Rt +a3×R3/2t +a4×R2t +a5×R5/2t +∆S (B.6)
with
∆S=
t−15
1+ k× (t−15)×(b0+b1×R
1/2
t +b2×Rt+b3×R3/2t +b4×R2t +b5×R5/2t )
(B.7)
B.2 Chen-Millero parameterization
The speed of sound in seawater, denoted byU , is parameterized by Chen-Millero
parameterization in 1977 and it is presented by the following equation [119]:
U =CW +A×S+B×S3/2+D×S2 (B.8)
where CW , A, B and D are given by equations B.9, B.10, B.11 and B.12 re-
spectively and S is the salinity.
CW = C00+C01× t+C02× t2+C03× t3+C04× t4+C05× t5
+ (C10+C11× t+C12× t2+C13× t3+C14× t4)× p
+ (C20+C21× t+C22× t2+C23× t3+C24× t4)× p2
+ (C30+C31× t+C32× t2)× p3
(B.9)
A = A00+A01× t+A02× t2+A03× t3+A04× t4
+ (A10+A11× t+A12× t2+A13× t3+A14× t4)× p
+ (A20+A21× t+A22× t2+A23× t3)× p2
+ (A30+A31× t+A32× t2)× p3
(B.10)
B= B00+B01× t+(B10+B11× t)× p (B.11)
D= D00+D10× p (B.12)
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Coefficient Value
a0 +0.0080
a1 −0.1692
a2 +25.3851
a3 +14.0941
a4 −7.0261
a5 +2.7081
b0 +0.0005
b1 −0.0056
b2 −0.0066
b3 −0.0375
b4 +0.0636
b5 −0.0144
c0 +6.766097×10−01
c1 +2.005640×10−02
c2 +1.104259×10−04
c3 −6.969800×10−07
c4 +1.003100×10−09
d1 +3.426×10−02
d2 +4.464×10−04
d3 +4.215×10−01
d4 −3.107×10−03
e1 +2.070×10−05
e2 −6.370×10−10
e3 +3.989×10−15
k +0.0162
Table B.1: Coefficients of equations B.3, B.4, B.6 and B.7.
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B.2. Chen-Millero parameterization
Coefficient Value
C00 +1402.388×10+00
C01 +5.037110×10+00
C02 −5.808520×10−02
C03 +3.342000×10−04
C04 −1.478000×10−06
C05 +3.146400×10−09
C10 +1.535630×10−01
C11 +6.898200×10−04
C12 −8.178800×10−06
C13 +1.362100×10−07
C14 −6.118500×10−10
C20 +3.126000×10−05
C21 −1.710700×10−06
C22 +2.597400×10−08
C23 −2.533500×10−10
C24 +1.040500×10−12
C30 −9.772900×10−09
C31 +3.850400×10−10
C32 −2.364300×10−12
Table B.2: Coefficients of Equation B.9.
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B.2. Chen-Millero parameterization
Coefficient Value
A00 +1.3890×10+00
A01 −1.2620×10−02
A02 +7.1640×10−05
A03 +2.0060×10−06
A04 −3.2100×10−08
A10 +9.4742×10−05
A11 −1.2580×10−05
A12 −6.4885×10−08
A13 +1.0507×10−08
A14 −2.0122×10−10
A20 −3.9064×10−07
A21 +9.1041×10−09
A22 −1.6002×10−10
A23 +7.9880×10−12
A30 +1.1000×10−10
A31 +6.6490×10−12
A32 −3.3890×10−13
B00 −1.9220×10−02
B01 −4.4200×10−05
B10 +7.3637×10−05
B11 +1.7945×10−07
D00 +1.7270×10−03
D10 −7.9836×10−06
Table B.3: Coefficients of equations B.10, B.11 and B.12.
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Appendix C
Effective area
The effective area of the telescope can be calculated, from an isotropic neutrino
flux simulation, using the following equation:
Aνe f f =
n
∑
i=1
w2i
N× Iθ × IE ×EΓi × t
(C.1)
where:
• w2i =
w3i
dΦ/dE (GeV.m
2.sr.s.yr−1). The w3i (yr−1) is the weight of the event i
per one year and dΦ/dE is the signal neutrino differential flux (GeV−1.m−2.
sr−1.s−1.yr−1) [134].
• n is the number of the reconstructed events which pass the quality cuts.
• N is the total number of simulated events1.
• Γ is the generated energy spectrum index (1.4 in GENHEN).
• t is the time window of the simulation (1 year in GENHEN).
• Iθ = 2pi× [cos(θmax)−cos(θmin)] is the angular phase space factor (2pi srad
in GENHEN).
• IE is the energy phase space factor given by Equation C.2.
(Emin = 10 GeV and Emax = 10
7 GeV in GENHEN)
IE =
∫ Emax
Emin
E−ΓdE =
E1−Γmax −E1−Γmin
1−Γ (C.2)
1In the BBfit output files, the w2i is already divided by N.
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C.1. Effective area as a function of the true neutrino declination
The effective area for neutrinos in a given energy bin ∆E is given by:
A
ν ,∆E
e f f =
n∆E
∑
i=1
w2i
F∆E ×N× Iθ × IE ×EΓi × t
(C.3)
with
F∆E =
∫
∆E E
−ΓdE∫ Emax
Emin
E−ΓdE
(C.4)
where:
• n∆E is the number of the reconstructed events in ∆E (true neutrino energy
bin) which pass the quality cuts.
• F∆E is the fraction of simulated events in ∆E.
C.1 Effective area as a function of the true neutrino
declination
The effective area of the telescope for neutrinos for a given true neutrino energy
bin ∆E and true neutrino declination bin ∆θ averaged with energy spectrum E−2
is given by:
A
ν ,∆θ
e f f =
n∆θ
∑
i=1
w2i
F∆θ ×F∆Ei×N× Iθ × IE ×EΓi × t
×
∫
∆Ei
E−γdE∫ Emax
Emin
E−γdE
(C.5)
where:
• n∆θ is the number of the reconstructed events in ∆θ bin which pass the
quality cuts.
• γ is the signal neutrinos energy spectrum (2 in this analysis).
• F∆θ is the fraction of events generated as up-going in the ∆θ bin. This last
is calculated numerically by a Monte-Carlo simulation of high number of
neutrinos (107 neutrinos) with the zenith between 0◦ and 90◦ (up-going)
(Figure C.1).
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C.2. Total effective area for ν and ν
Figure C.1: Fraction of events in each declination bin for isotropically generated up-going
neutrinos.
C.2 Total effective area for ν and ν
The neutrino and anti-neutrino fluxes for the astrophysical sources, in this thesis,
are assumed to be equal (Equation C.6).
φν = φν (C.6)
The total number n of ν and ν (Equation C.7), the total flux φ (Equation C.8),
the effective area Ae f f for ν and ν and the time of the data taking are related by
Equation C.9.
n= nν +nν (C.7)
φ = φν +φν (C.8)
n= φ ×Ae f f × t (C.9)
Equation C.9 is correct also for only neutrino or anti-neutrino (Equation C.10).
nν ,ν = φν ,ν ×Aν ,νe f f × t (C.10)
Replacing Equation C.10 in Equation C.7, n is given by:
n= (φν ×Aνe f f +φν ×Aνe f f )× t (C.11)
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C.2. Total effective area for ν and ν
Using equations C.6, C.8 and C.11, n is presented by:
n=
φ
2
× (Aνe f f +Aνe f f )× t (C.12)
Comparing Equation C.9 and C.12, the total effective area is given by:
Ae f f =
Aνe f f +A
ν
e f f
2
(C.13)
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Appendix D
Visibility
In the point source analysis, the sources in question are at more important dis-
tances than the radius of Earth’s orbit around the Sun. In this case, only the proper
rotational motion of the Earth relative to the stars1 is considered. The period of
this rotation is one sidereal day which is less than the solar day2 by 4 minutes on
average (Figure D.1).
Figure D.1: The Earth spends one sidereal day to reach position 2 from position 1, and one solar
day to reach position 3.
The visibility, v, is defined as the fraction of one sidereal day where the source
is in the field of view of the telescope. This field of view is represented by a cone
the axis of which is oriented towards the center of the Earth and the opening angle
of the cone γ (Figure D.2). For up-going neutrinos, γ is equal to 90◦.
1The stars are considered fix relative to each other for the ANTARES detector lifetime.
2The solar day is the period between two consecutive noons.
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Figure D.2: The field of view of the telescope is represented by the blue region.
To compute the visibility for a given source, let’s consider the reference frame
R (Figure D.3) where the z axis coincides with the Earth’s axis, and the Northern
direction is taken as the positive direction. The x axis is chosen to have the tele-
scope in the xOz plane (y = 0). Therefore, the Earth is stationary and the source
rotates around the z axis. Let a and s be the unity vectors of ANTARES and the
source respectively. The cosine of α , the angle between a and s, is given by:
cosα = a.s= cos l cosδ cosβ + sin l sinδ (D.1)
where:
• l is ANTARES latitude. l = 42◦47′56.1′′
• δ is the declination of the source in the Equatorial coordinates system.
• β is the angle between the projection of a and s on xOy plane.
During one sidereal day, the source will make a uniform rotation of 360◦
around the z axis. From the point of view of visibility, the point sources can
be classified in three categories:
1. sources with v= 1 (100% visible).
2. sources with v= 0 (0% visible).
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Figure D.3: The reference frame R.
3. sources with partial visibility.
For the third category, the sources touch the borders of the cone representing
the field of view twice per sidereal day. At these two particular moments, the
relation between α and γ angles is given by γ = 180◦−α . Therefore, Equation
D.1 can be written as the following:
cosβ =
cos(180◦− γ)− sin l sinδ
cos l cosδ
(D.2)
For this category of sources, the visibility v is given by:
v=
pi −β
pi
(D.3)
For the first and second categories, the sources do not touch the borders of
the cone that represent the field of view. Based on Equation D.2, the factor b is
defined as:
b=
cos(180◦− γ)− sin l sinδ
cos l cosδ
(D.4)
The visibility will be 100% (v= 1) when b> 1 and v= 0 when b<−1.
Equations D.2, D.3 and D.4 show that the visibility of a given source depends
only on its declination.
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Abstract
English Title: Search for high energy cosmic neutrino point sources with ANTARES.
The aim of this thesis is the search for high energy cosmic neutrinos emitted by point
sources with the ANTARES neutrino telescope. The detection of high energy cosmic neu-
trinos can bring answers to important questions such as the origin of cosmic rays and the γ-
rays emission processes. In the first part of the thesis, the neutrino flux emitted by galactic
and extragalactic sources and the number of events which can be detected by ANTARES
are estimated. This study uses the measured γ-ray spectra of known sources taking into
account the γ-ray absorption by the extragalactic background light. In the second part of
the thesis, the absolute pointing of the ANTARES telescope is evaluated. Being located at
a depth of 2475 m in sea water, the orientation of the detector is determined by an acoustic
positioning system which relies on low and high frequency acoustic waves measurements
between the sea surface and the bottom. The third part of the thesis is a search for neutrino
point sources in the ANTARES data. The search algorithm is based on a likelihood ratio
maximization method. It is used in two search strategies; “the candidate sources list strat-
egy” and “the all sky search strategy”. Analysing 2007+2008 data, no discovery is made
and the world’s best upper limits on neutrino fluxes from various sources in the Southern
sky are established.
Key Words: Neutrino, ANTARES, point source, astroparticle.
Re´sume´
L’objectif de cette the`se est la recherche des neutrinos cosmiques de haute e´nergie e´mis
par des sources ponctuelles avec le te´lescope a` neutrino ANTARES. La de´tection des neu-
trinos cosmiques de haute e´nergie peut apporter des re´ponses a` des proble`mes importants
comme l’origine des rayons cosmiques et les proce´dures d’e´mission des rayons γ . Dans
la premie`re partie de la the`se, le flux des neutrinos e´mis par des sources galactiques et
extragalactiques et le nombre des e´ve´nements qui peut eˆtre de´tecte´ par ANTARES sont es-
time´s. Cette e´tude utilise les spectres des rayons γ des sources connues en tenant compte
de l’absorption de ces rayons par la lumie`re extragalactique diffuse. Dans la deuxie`me
partie de la the`se, le pointage absolu du te´lescope ANTARES est e´tudie´. E´tant situe´ a` une
profondeur de 2475 m dans l’eau de mer, l’orientation du de´tecteur est de´termine´e par un
syste`me de positionnement acoustique qui utilise des ondes de basse et haute fre´quences
entre la surface de la mer et le fond. La troisie`me partie de la the`se est la recherche
des sources ponctuelles de neutrinos avec les donne´es d’ANTARES. L’algorithme de
recherche est base´ sur une me´thode de maximisation du rapport de vraisemblance. Il est
utilise´ dans deux strate´gies de recherche; “la strate´gie de recherche avec des sources candi-
dates” et “la strate´gie de recherche dans tout le ciel”. L’analyse des donne´es de 2007+2008
n’a pas marque´ une de´couverte. Les meilleures limites supe´rieures au monde sur les flux
de neutrinos provenant des diffe´rentes sources dans l’He´misphe`re Sud sont e´tablies.
Mots Cle´s: Neutrino, ANTARES, source ponctuelle, astroparticule.
